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Administration vows more student housing
apartments
for singles and
more apartments for families,"
she said.
Blake says that' students
today are accustomed to having had their own bedrooms,
or sharing with only one sibling, whereas it more common
in the past for several siblings
to share a room. This is one
reason students
have now
become more wary of "gang"
showers
and bathrooms.
A
By Sean C. Haves
demand
for single student
Tile Arbiter
rooms also arises from the
need for quiet study time.
Some
residence
hall
John Ringle, director of studenizens
were greeted this
dent housing, says that resisemester with what adminisdence halls try to match stutrators hope is a temporary sitdents in double rooms with
uation. Late applications and
compatible
roommates,
and
an over 100 percent occupancy
have residence hall advisors to
rate has left some students
smooth out touchy situations.
sleeping in converted lounges.
However, with the amount
The BSU administration has
of applications,
roommate
responded, hiring a consulting
pairing often only comes down
firm last January to study the
to gender. He says that though
need for on-campus housing.
it's possible for students with
That study, as well as this
strong ideological differences
semester's residence hall sur(such as a conservative repubplus, has led to an undeniable
lican and a drag queen) to end
conclusion.
up rooming together, college is
"We just don't have enough
a time to grow and expand
space to accommodate everyBSUIs stacking dorm residents deep In effort to meet the demands of this year's student body.
body who wants to live on horizons.
More
student
housing
university
had to rent out
campus," said Peg Blake, vice
says those lounges have been
options, however, should be
hotels - such as the nearby
The question lingers as to
president of student affairs.
converted in the past on a regable to better place students
University Inn - to accommowhat will become of the stuThe campus currently has
into the types of living situabasis.
date surplus students.
. dents
currently
living
in ular"It's
880 beds for students,
as
not
as
if
they've
never
tions they would prefer.
He also says the current sitdorms, and those who apply
enrol1ment figures have soared
been
used
as
student
rooms
. The plan to build more stuuation is temporary. A dropfor subsequent
semesters, as
past 16,000.
dent housing will require the
before," she said.
out rate, even this early in the
the trend shows little sign of
Blake also says that cultural
While Blake mentions that
approval of the State Board of
semester, should be enough to
changes and the needs of nonslowing down.
.
she
has
never
seen
the
resiEducation, and will likely not
get students into rooms for the
Dana Kelly, assistant directraditional
students
have
dence hall numbers soar so
be completed
for a couple
tor of student housing, says
present semester.
changed the nature of student
high in her tenure, there have
years. The new space for hal1s,
"We're hoping by the end of
that the students currently liv- been surpluses
housing.
in the past.
Blake says, will likely be in the
(this). week,we .can find I'e~ing in lounges are predomi"There is a demand not for
Ringle
says
that
at
times
the
same area where the Chaffee
nantly late applications.
She
traditional
residence
hall
and Morrison halls sit now.
rooms, but for suites, more

Glut of student
housing applicants leaves
some students
sleeping in
lounges

I

Fee retraction demand backfires

Photo by Ted Honnon. The ArbIler.

ma'nent spots for them," Ringle
said.
Ringle says student housing
is valuable because it is not
simply near campus, but on
campus, leading to a greater
since of the college experience.
He says it is particularly valuable for freshmen to develop a
sense of community
as they
arrive on campus.

Budget inequity affects
student fees, pro"grams

system have known about the
funding inequity for a long
time. "It took 10 or 12 years to
Peterson
didn't
understand
reach this stage. We needed
government
leaders claimed
the situation.
An ind,ependent study conconcern among legislators and
last week that university offi"There has been a big mistracted by the Idaho legislaan independent
study to make
cials should return the $10 stuunderstanding,
we're not just
ture,
rclc:lsed
in
[nne,
concludit a public issue," RuCh said.
dent fee increase for the mainspending
the m6ney,
but
ed BSU is not receiving equiThe Board expects a report
tenance and operation of the we're using it to get ready,"
table funding in comparison
from
the
Presidents
in
sti ll~undercons truction
she said.
with Idaho public institutions.
Student Recreation Center.
September.
Grimes said that the student
The independent
study by
"This can be a recommendaThe center, sch~duled
to fee increase didn't generate
MGT, a higher
education
tion, or a progress report," said
open this semester, won't open
$160,000, but closer to $100,000
research
company
from
until January due to construcRuch.
because
only full-time
stuAustin, Texas, concluded that,
The current
formula
for
tion flaws. Members of ASBSU dents pay the full fee.
.
"Based
both
on
the
analysis
of
state
university
funding
does
claimed
that administrators
In addition,
the roughly
peer data, and also on the not take into account a period
were misusing the student fees $100,000 won't actually appear
analysis of Idaho-specific data,
of rapid growth, such as what
because there .is no center to in the recreation budget until
the allocation of resources to is occurring in southern Idaho.
operate or maintain.
the latter part of this semester
Boise State University, Lewis"Economic
develop"Students were charged an
or in January.
Clark State College, and the ment shifts where the populaincrease in student fees for the
Peterson
said
that
the
University of Idaho was detertion base is and this impacts
recreation center on the basis
increase was to pay for mainmined to be inequitable." (page
how funds should be allocatthat the increase would go to tenance and operation, but it
ed," said Stacy Pearson, BSU
C-16)
maintenance
and operation
actually pays for new staff
Nate Peterson, ASBSU presassociate
vice president
of
Campus Recreation
Director
costs," Peterson said early last salaries in addition to mainteident explained the University
finance and administration.
Joyce Grimes.
week. "Now that the center
nance,
such
as custodial
of Idaho
receives
around
"Ada and Canyon counties
isn't open for fall semester, we
salaries.
$3,000 more rer student.
are the fastest growing
in
'need to get the money back
"We can't wait until the
"Our goa is to educate stu- Idaho, and BSU serves them,"
that we paid."
.
doors open to hire people, we
dents and influence the legislaPearson said.
Other
ASBSU members
see CRITICISMon pg.3
have to certify instructors,
tion to address and solve the
One
suggested
change
supported Peterson's claim.
issue in a way that best con- would be to modify the state's
"The simple problem is that
tributes to equity," Peterson
system of funding universities
(administrators)
didn't tell us
Here's what you'll have to pay to use the new
according
to base budgets,
said.
that they're using $160,000 of
Student Recreation Center:
Presidents of Idaho's four- which make up over 90 percent
our money," said Imran Ali,
Annual
Semester
Summer
year colleges have been directof their budgets, according to
ASBSU chief of staff.
ed by the State Board of the report.
Free
Free wt3 credits or more'
,
Peterson said that he used
Education to formulate a plan
Fulltime student
Free
"Even if universities
get
$28 < 3 credits
By Brandon Fiala
the student fee increase as a
to create more equitable fundsimilar percentage
increases,
The Arbiter
$45.50
See above
test to determine the openness
ing for the schools. "The State the rich get richer due to
Part time student
Nt A
of administrators.
Board asked us to meet and unequal base budgets," BSU
(less than 8 credits)
Members of the Associated
"It's hard to fathom what
come up with recommenda$91
$28
Students
of
Boise
State
Provost Daryl Jones said.
we don't know about - what
Student spouseNt A
tions," said BSU President, Dr.
University recently attempted
Partner (fullor part time)
else (administrators)
aren't
Charles Ruch.
to retract their criticism of telling us," he said.
see INEQUITYon pg.3
$100
$40
Administrators
within the
administrators
after learning
Peterson and Ali both said
Faculty-staff
$210
their claim was inaccurate.
they hadn't talked to adminis$100
$40
ASBSU
President
Nate
trators before charging them
Faculty-staff
$210
Peterson
and other student
with financial irresponsibility,
spouse-partner
but were confident
in their
$8.40-pay period
Payrolldeduct
judgement.
(25 pay periods)
"We want full information,
$40
$50
$105
Alldependants"
when we were not approached
Senate, Peterson. began the
(less
than
16
years
old)
by people using our money,
$40
Rv
Laura Wylde
adventure
of restricting
all
$100
$210
we take a reactionary role priAlldependants
The
Arbiter
commercial
activity.
(
(16-22 years old)
News
marily because we feel that
"This university
is not a "
when small things aren't dis$60
$150
Credit cards and other mis- mall," Peterson said.
$315
• ASBSU look ohead
cussed there are many inconAlumni
cellaneous
solicitations
The resolution includes' a
at new year - pg. 2
spicuous
things
we don't
$60
$150
involving
free gimmicks for requirement
that marketers
know
about but
should,"
Alumni spousesigned
contracts
are now
with sponsorship
renting a
• BSU biology profespartner
Peterson said.
banned
in the SUB due to booth from the Student Union
sor plans tolk at
$40
But after talking to adminis$100
$210
efforts
pushed
by ASBSU pay a flat fee up front.
Borders - pg. 3 Affiliate'"
trators, Ali and other ASBSU
President, Nate Peterson and
"Credit
card
and
cell
$40
members attempted to retract
$100
$210
ASBSU
Senator
Brooke
phone companies in the p.ast
AffiliatespouseOpinion
their comments to the Arbiter.
\
Baldwin.
have skipped out of paying
partner
Ali requested that earlier com$40
Measures
passed enforce
student organizations
spon$'100
• ASBSU speak to soon
$210
ments be ignored, and that
Emeriti
restrictions
prohibiting
any soring them," Peterson said.
-pg.4
publishing
them would be
$40
$1\0
party renting
space l·.n the
Student organizations
will
$210
unethical.
New information
Emeretti spouseStudent Union to either offer sponsor' a . m:"rketing boo~
\
had been received, and views
partner
SPOo
gifts for a contractual
agreesuch as credit card recruIthad changed .
$2o-week
ment
of. any
commercial
ment, or cell phone offers
Departmental
• Get to know Ryan
Ali declined further comguests .....
nature, and such signed con- with the agt:cementofpayDInWIddie - pg. 6
\
ment Friday.
tract may not be receivedby.a
ment
for . the . number'of
Kara Janney, ASBSU vice
Gyest day pass
$5-day
party on campus. perimeters."
signed contract.,,:
.,'"..
Dlve~slons
president, said Friday that she
• Sumin~r student, Must have been enrolled in previous spring semesteralld:
''The
most
salient
aspect
of
.
"NoW,
".
these
..
'
clubs
.:
will
agreed
with
Peterson,
registered fodall semeste~.
. . ,-,; ".,j>, ~this deed is not tb limit com"
moneyfoi~ese'com,~
aIthough
she didn't
have
•• Still subject to approval by the Student Recreation Board of Governors.
mercial
activity
or inhibit ,panies ." simply,QCcuPyirig
underwear- pg. 8
••• AIIUiate:An employee under the jurisdiction of the state board. Must.'
detailed information about the
individual choice, bufmerely
space, whether
getzerp
reque:ltthis status and have approval by the provost.
. - .
student fees.
to put an end to petty marketor two million ·si~ed
con"
• Vtdeo"ondDVD.P1X
eue Deparunental guest: Visiting performers and guests of the univer~ity .
"(Peterson) does a great job
ing practices," Peterson said.
-pg.9.: ....•.;
. creating student interest," she . ,sponsored by a campuS department or office.
Thre~ years ago, in ASBSU
said.
I.SOURCE: Student Recreation Board of Governors
Joyce
Grimes,'~mpus
..'.';pasttln1~,~fastlAA~..'. recreation
director,
said

Student leaders
attempt to
retract their
criticism of
administration

train students
and get programs ready," Grimes said.
"We ",vant programs ready the
day.v.;e open."
If: the recreation center had
opened
on time, personnel
would have been hired during
the summer - just as staff were
hired recently for the January
opening, Grimes said.
In order to pay for current
expenses, Campus Recrc;:;tion
has penny-pinched
and rolled
over savings into new budgets,
said Jenny Nigrini. associate
director for programs.
The money is needed to
help offset a projected deficit
of nearly $500,000 during the
first year of operation.
Adaed programs, additional staffing and higher operating expenses are projected to
balloon the 2002 budget to $1.4
million from the $443,554 in

Petty marketing practices
banned from Student Union
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~IB$"I.J reveals:\visions for, upcoming year

, :g)fiLciurQ Y(¥Jde,

able toi,eeeive"help with tax
Information,"
but Peterson
f:'\,;;"',
" ,,'.hopestoexp1U\d by providing
The As~tedjSf:1J.d~ntsof'.Jinancial
, ,advising
and
Boise State Uriiversity plan on "resolUres forsfudents.
'focusing ,this year around
'~terson
is working on
imprOvingjolicieSand activi->' amending previously passed
ties geare toward the stu- issues including grade replacedents, Members of ASBSV ' ment,
ackpowledged similar goals for' " "It is unfair to punish stuthis year's activities i being dents attending BSUduring the
baseet around student involve-.' four or five years the grade
mtlnttiinproved
communica-, replacement was abolished,"
tionwith administration, and he said.
impleIr.¢ntmg policies geared
Peterson is also adamant
to~llfd students.
about parking issues being
NattlPeterson
amended.
, ASBSU.::I,:>residentPeterson
"1 would like to see a conplai:lsJ9,t;entralize his efforts trolled number of general pertowards',academic programs, mits for sale," he said.
sfudehf services, funding, and
Currently BSU offers an
activities': improving campus unlimited number of general
life.
parking
permits, on the
"Involving student services, assumption people will be utiwe
are
lizing lots at difa ttemp ti ng
ferent times.
now to proPeterson said
vide a second
he would like to
alternative for
see parking to
students to get
be less of a revbooks
for
enue function
class," he said.
,
than it has prePet e r son
.P ,
viously
been.
envisions
a
lJ He is trying to
book swap to
eliminate tickprovide
a KarQJanney and Nate Peterson eting
on
m e diu
m
.Sundays
and
between students to buy, sell or after 7p.m. on weekdays.
trade books with one another.
KarQ Janney
"Kim Phillips
of the
ASBSU Vice President
Bookstore needs to receive Janney and Peterson share
credit for her role to facilitate views regarding secular activithe organization of this event to ties on campus.
Where
be most effective," Peterson Peterson said, "organizations
said.
should not be discriminated
Peterson mentioned plans of against because of religion,"
establishing an Internet site Janney said she has goals to do
where students will be able to projects that benefit the whole
post listings for the book swap, campus.
and vote on-line.
"Unfortunately
ASBSU
"We are putting the finish- Senate in the past existed maining touches on the internet site Iy to dole out money for the
where students can vote on- most popular dubs on campus,
line, and when that is finished and this will not be happening
we will integrate other ser- under my vice-presidency,"
vices," Peterson said.
she said.
, He mentioned hopes to have
She has goals of spreading
students able to vote on-line for this word out to students on
the fall elections.
campus.
Later this semester, Peterson
"Senate wants to be more
is working on installing ser- visible and accessible," she
vices to help students with tax said.
season. Currently students are
Janney also has set aside an

:TM Arbiter,.<;':'",

Emergency Relief Fund for all
students. Funds would be
avpropria~d to students in
dire need of 'money, such as
.those who cannot afford books.
"The apl?lication prc:>cessfor
this is shitty right now," Janney
said.
She will be working with
financial aid to develop the
logistics behind this plan.
Janney will be the only contact for the appropriation of
funds because, "I do not want
students to be embarrassed
about using the fund," she said.
Brooke Baldwin
'
"It is a personal goal to work
with administration to lobby
the legislature regarding the
MGT Study, and the funding
inequity," Senator Baldwin
said
She said the state board and
legislation must take Boise
State more seriously.
Baldwin is also passionate
about making the campus
safer. She is working for more
lighting in the quad, and the
Communication Building.
"Safety is not a big enough
concern on this campus for
people to consider spending
huge amounts of money,"
Baldwin said.
She hopes to create an
understanding of the availability of secured escorts at night.
"It is hardly utilized at all,"
she said.
Baldwin also plans to work
with the Cultural Center and
Women's Center.
"We allocated funds last
year, to help 'these centers get
projects started, and I would
like to help them more this
year," she said.
Imran All
Chief of staff Ali firstly fills
committees with Personnel
Selection Director Trevor Irish.
Secondly, he represents students in the Presidential
Cabinet and Facilities planning.
"I am becoming a voting
member, and providing discourse to represent student's
ideas," he said.
Ali also woks with the Grant
fund which consists of $6,000to
be dispersed to clubs or organi-

-

Boise State loses $1.4
million in Kempthorne
budget cutbacks

when the institution
finds itself under-budget due
to extenuating circumstances.
Trevor Irish
'
lion, the money evaporated
Personnel Director for By Stephgnle Bodden
into tax cuts and other initiaThe
Arbiter
ASBSU, Irish is currently
tives. Kempthome's look at the
working on recruiting all stuIn
an
announcement state's worsening revenue situdent leaders in ASBSU and
students at large to sit on all Wednesday, Aug. 29, Gov. ation forced his decision as tax
Dirk Kempthome ordered collections continue to fall. He
committees.
"I am doing this so we all budget holdbacks of $36 mil- required that agencies submit
lion in order to counteract gen- their plans to the State
have a say on what takes
erous
spending
by the Controller's Office by Sept. 24,
place," He said.
Irish is also trying to keep Legislature. This represents a 2 with the holdback effective
cut-"
f
tl
Sept. 1.
all positions filled with stu- percent
back in state
The voice 0 cau on,
At BSU, the
dents.
spending
in
a
raised
by
Democrats
In
current
bud"One thing amazing about
two-month-old the legislature, was
get approprithis year," Baldwin said, "is
year. lost In the din of
ate
s
that all sixteen senator posi- fiscal
$198,174,900
tions are filled, we have a full ' These budget Republican rhetoric
cuts result in a during the tax-cutting
for expend iforum."
$1.4
million frenzy that ~,wept the
ture by the
Additional
positions
school. A $1.4
include over 10spots to fill the reduction for Statehouse.
million reducExecutive committee, and the BSU
I . d a h 0 - Carolyn Boyce, Idaho
tion in the
Judiciary committee, holding
Oem 0 c rat i c De~ocratic Party
budget leaves
five members.
t y Chairwoman
BSU officials
"Biggest call is to get stu- Par
Chairwoman.
'
laboring
to
dents on committees," Irish
Carolyn Boyce says, "The voice meet the demands of the budsaid.
of caution, raised by Democrats get with less money than anticWhen a position comes
available to sit on a commit- in the legislature, was lost in ipated.
Stacy Pearson, associate vice
tee, ASBSUadvertises for two the din of Republican rhetoric
weeks, and .applications are during the tax-cutting frenzy president of Finance and
that swept the Statehouse. This Administration, explains that
sent to Irish for review.
just proves what we have said it's too soon to tell if this will
To apply, a student must
have a minimum GPA of 2.25. all along - Republicans are not affect students directly. At this
point
Finance
and
"These committees are fiscally responsible."
Kempthorne defends his Administration has lessened
heart and soul of university,"
Irish said. "People need to decision saying that state agen- the operating travel capital
stand up for student rights, cies are coming off a year in 'which may put a hold on
get things done, be firm in the which the legislature treated equipment purchases, but it
winds of politics," he contin- them well. He anticipates that should not be much of a buradequate funding will continue den at this point.
ued.
to accommodate the demands
The administration has also
Nate Chambers
of continuing proper education imposed a limited hiring
Acting as the Faculty
of children, keeping Idaho safe, freeze, in which approval must
Relations Director, Chambers
is a liaison between ASBSU protecting the environment, be granted for advertising,
and expanding the economy.
interviewing, and hiring of
and the faculty.
Republican Dolores Crow, new employees. The official
He works with the Faculty
House Revenue and Taxation census, she stated, will be out
Senate in regards to the
Chairwoman, next week, at which time, the
actions Peterson is planning in Committee
order to voice concerns of claims that the 2 percent spend- need for new professors and
ing cuts "just won't be missed. other faculty will be assessed.
ASBSUin front of the senate.
"Right now, our first priori"Peterson and I still have to It sounds like a lot of money,
get together within this next and it is a lot of money, but inty is to put instructors in front
week to go over everything I the perspective of a $2 billion of the class," she says.
budget, it isn't."
Budgeting reviews are done on
will be working on," Peterson
At the same time, the gover- a monthly basis, so it shouldn't
said.
nor, though cutting education be hard for the administration
spending, is spending $64 mil- to stay on top of the cuts and
-To find out more about ASBSU,
lion to renovate the Statehouse. the solutions. Some hope the
contact 426-1440
Although Idaho began the legislature would learn from
year with a surplus of $330mil- this example.
zations
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Centanni's enthusiasm infectious
BSU biology
professor

plans talk at
Borders
By Mgtt Nezngnskl

The Arbiter
Four rescue workers hold
the largest condom in the
world like a safety net on a
poster on the door. The comfortably cramped office sports
plenty of papers and volumes.
A white lab coat hangs on the
back wall. A frog made from
c?mpressed, disinfected dung
sits atop a desk piled with
books and journals and stares
me down.
The tall, bearded professor
of ~iology leans back into his
chair and with a gleam in his
eye begins to tell me a story
about a bunch of spores, a
crop duster and Salt Lake City.
"In four days we could have
125,000dead ... in ten days, 60
percent could be dead, and
President Bush wants to build
Star Wars. It won't be an ICBM
that takes us out, it will be .a
terrorist with a suitcase of
spores."
On Tuesday, Sept. 11 Dr.
Russell Centanni will speak at
Borders about just such a scenario. The event is sponsored

by "Partners in Crime," a
national organization dedicated to supporting readers and
writers of mystery, suspense,
and thriller fiction.
"They were interested in
me because of my mv and
emerging pathogens work,"
says Centanni, "They thought
it might be interesting to their
'work."
Centanni plans on gauging
his audience and telling stories
that,flt their interests.
"The bioterrorism notion is
very real," says Centanrii,
"Anthrax represents the
single greatest biological warfare threat." Anthrax, spores
can be grown in a culture as
simple as beef bouillon. "It's
the same idea as what they're
cooking in the meth labs," says
Centanni.
"The trick is to tell if the
infection is a chronic or an
acute threat. Whether the idea
is to devitalize a population or
to knock 'em off," he says. In
an acute infection, such as the
outbreak of the Ebola virus,
Centanni explains, "a bunch of
people get sick, and a bunch of
people die," but the disease
remains localized. A chronic
threat, like that posed by
anthrax is a different matter.
Centanni explains why a
Planned Parenthood scare in
which a letter threatening
exposure to anthrax and containing brown dust was such a

big deal: "The culprit was
smart enough-to use a biological agent. If it had iust been
sugar, it would have been easy
to look under a microscope
and tell that it was benign" but
these were spores," says
Centanni. By the time the sample was determined to be
harmless puffball mushroom
spores, a period of six hours
had passed, an eternity in the
biological containment world.
According to Centanni, biological warfare issues are not
the only disease issues that we
face. He explains a demonstration in which 18 percent of his
class is singled out, representing the percentage of males
and females who carry the sexually transmitted disease that
causes the majority of cases of
cervical cancer in women.
"There was an incredible
hush," he says, "And then I
ask, when you're out there
jockeying for position, because
that is what we are doing,
PholobyTedHarmon, The Arbller.
should we be interested in
screening for sexual histo- Hypochondriacs may want to miss Dr. Centanni's lecture on blo-terrorlsrn at Border's Books and
ries?"
Centanni has no plans to Music September 11tho
end his almost 30-year career
at BSU any time soon, "As
soon as I can't get excited
INEQUITY
about what I do, it's time to do
frompg.l
something else."
There is little chance of that
Under the present system, the students' needs."
Administration uses the
as his infectious enthusiasm
State Board of Education allo- ,
surrounds
anyone within
cates a lump sum to the money in the base budget for
earshot.
schools every year based on adding additional class sectheir base budgets. These allo- tions and hiring adjunct faculcations are present to allow for ty. With an expected increase
in enrollment at BSUthis year,
inflation,
not enrollment
the needs of current programs
growth.
may not be met.
"The
enrollment
workload
Barnhardt reports rumors of employees to the nature of the. adjustment only funds at one"Students at the University
job
and
possibly
lower
that
two new call centers to come,
ninth of the rate of growth, of Idaho get a better education
aspect
of
the
turnover
rate.
bringing 500 new jobs in the
because they are getting a bigThis is what the industry is hence the inequity," said ger piece of the pie," said
industry.
Pearson.
"It doesn't matter where the counting on by donating to the
"The faster you grow, the lmran Ali, Chief of Staff of
person is who relates to the college. "Our research has faster you fall behind," said ASBSU.
revealed
that
more
than
$60
customer," said Barnhardt of
Ali said the funding gap is
the number of call centers in million are lost annually by Junes.
visible in other areas, such as
"The
best
example
is
the
the area, "The Treasure Valley area call centers through
financial
service
compound interest example," fewer
is attractive to the industry turnover," said Kent Ivanoff, said Ruch, "If the base budget employees, resulting in longer
vice
president
of
Capitol
One
because of its quality of life
doesn't grow as fast, and the lines.
and high-tech telecommunica- Financial Services in a Boise numbers I have to divide it
The budget inequity directMetro Economic Development
tions infrastructure."
into keep getting bigger, the ly affects the amount of stuCouncil
news
release.
The Customer Care indusnumber
gets dent fees. "Yes, our fees are
"We believe that students at per-student
try suffers from a high rate of
low, compared to other
smaller."
turnover, largely due to people I3SU would make excellent
schools in the region," said
Until
the
Presidents
decide
being unfamiliar with job customer service people,"
Pearson, "but so is the legislahow to solve the inequity
Barnhardt
said.
duties after being lured by relproblem, it is unclear how the ture report for university proStudents
are
attracted
to
call
atively high wages. Customer
funding changes will affect grams."
Care Specialists in the Treasure center work because of the fees for students. "There is no
Pearson hopes the presiValley make between $9 and flexible schedules that the way of calculating the differ- dents will address the matter
industry offers. Senior citizens
$11 per hour.
ence at this time," said Ruch, with a plan to will help the
This attrition creates an who are not looking for full- "It's an enormously complex students. She expects fee
increases will continue for stuindustry need for 200 new jobs time employment are also issue."
dents, but those increases are
every month. The program good candidates.
According
to Pearson,
would
expose
potential
however, the situation has affected by funding by the legmany implications in terms of islature.
"If the legislature doesn't
programs available for students. "This inequity has built increase funding, guess where
CRITICISM
up over years," she said, "It we have to go? To the stufrompg.l
hampers our ability to meet dents," she said.
2001, according to the Campus rentals and guest fees,"
Recreation 2001-2002 budget Grimes wrote in a Campus
Recreation fee proposal dated
forecast.
'
BANNED
Grimes said that she has March 13, 2001.
"The big picture is that we frompg.l
gotten students the, best deal
regulate what goes on in the
by not increasing student fees still have a deficit regardless tracts," Peterson said. '
entire campus," she said.
of
the
$10
student
fee,"
Grimes
Peterson
originated
his
as much as needed.
Her goal is to have credit card
"To support a annual bud- said. "We're not sitting on that ideas three years ago as an companies provide informamoney,
we're
using
it
to
help
ASBSU
Senator.
He
inferred
get of $1.4 million to operate
tion on debt education and
the facility and rrogram, we us give students what they students are forced to leave annual
interest
rates to
the
university
because
of
paid
for."
needed an actua fee increase
inform students of what they
The
recreation
center
is
growing
personal
debt,
and
of $24, however, the departare getting in to.
ment made the decision this behind schedule because a wants to halt trends making it
Baldwin submitted a reso. year to ask for a $10 increase wall of bricks didn't match easier for a student to enlist in lution to student government
and had to be replaced, mis- credit.
restrictions
to
"This policy promotes a allowing
... "Our reason for only asking shapen concrete walls and bad
encompass the campus as a
weather,
Grimes
said.
healthy
environment
but
for the partial fee is to have the
whole.
BSU officials and contractor does not inhibit students
opportunity to have a year of
"We have met with an
Record
Steel
&
Construction
from
being
individual
conoperation to· see how much
ASBSU attorney to make sure
Inc.
are
negotiating
a
complesumers,"
he
said.
revenue we are able to generBaldwin is pursuing fur- we are not inhibiting free
ate through recreati<;m card tion date and possible finanther actions combined with speech," Baldwin said. She
memberships, sponsorships, dal penalties, Negrini said.
ASBSU staff to prohibit mar- continued, "we are just limitketing tactics offering free ing what marketing tactics
gimmicks for signed contracts companies can do so students
have to think if they really
throughout the University.
"The Student Union does want a credit card."
not have enough authority to

BSUSelland College builds customer care curriculum
generic title for the people who
tend to customers over the
telephone in call centers and
Boise
State's
Selland are often a customer's first
College
of
Applied experience with a business.
According
to
SellandTechnology has received new
donations totaling $70,000' to College Dean Dr. Larry
a
Purdue
fund the development of the Barnhardt,
Customer Care Specialist pro- University study indicated
that if the trend continues, 75
gram.
The donations to the pro- percent of all customer congram are earmarked for com- tacts would come through the
puter hardware, software, and telephone or the Internet.
"Just the other day, I was
telephone systems, and cash
donations for scholarships and looking fur a floormat for my
advertising. Some of the dona- chair," said Barnhardt, "and I
tions are in-kind, including the called an 800 number and
advising and expertise from talked to a Customer Care
industry professionals while Specialist."
Currently, there are 27 call
developing the curriculum.
The Selland College pro- centers in the Treasure Valley
employing about 8,000 people.
vides job-specific programs
designed to educate students Local call centers include
in technical careers based on Capitol One Financial Services,
industry demands for training. DlRECTV, Idaho Power and
Customer Care Specialist is a Sears Regional Credit Center.

By Matt Nezngnskl
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A CALL
TO· ALL

WRITERS
HEY We know you're out there and
we've got the position that's just "write"
for you. Our position ,is for one. salaried
writer able to commit to 80 inches a
week.
We also have many 0fPortunities for
freelance writers. So i you just do~'t
have all the time in the world but still
want to share your journalistic stylings
with the rest of us become a freelance
writer
All you've got to do is contact our News editor Laura
Wylde at 345-8204x 102 and she can hook you up!
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Nate Peterson, ASBSU speak too soon
By Brandon

FIala

The Arbiter
ASBSU
President
Nate
Peterson and some of his fellow student government members damaged their credibility
as true advocates of students
after demanding a student fee
increase for maintenance
of
the as-of-yet-to-open
Student
Recreation Center be returned.
Peterson and certain colleagues
spoke
out before
learning
the
basic
facts.
Indeed, Peterson
spoke out
before
even
talking
with
administrators
to hear their
side of the story. Instead,
Peterson used false information to attack the administration, insinuating not only that
BSU officials were being dishonest about the Rec. Center
fee, but also of financial deception in general.
Peterson argued that a student fee increase of $10 to pay
for maintenance and operation
of the Rec. Center should be
returned
because the center
isn't finished, and the money
is presumably not being used.
Peterson also claimed officials
knew before the fee increase
that the center, wouldn't
be

oEErel:J/

I

--

---=-

------

..--

open on time, but requested
the money regardless.
If Peterson and others had
taken the basic step of first
talking to administrators
like
Joyce Grimes, director of campus recreation,
they would

illustration

have come away with a much
different picture. Grimes and
others had no way of predicting last semester that the center wouldn't open on schedule.
BSU officials
made the

by Ryan Hancock

tough decision to delay the
project by requesting that the
contractor do the job right. A
semester delay is better than a
flawed student legacy.
Peterson and members of
ASBSU didn't understand
the

basic
facts. The $10 fee
increase doesn't show up in
the recreation
budget until
January
the
$160,000
Peterson claimed was being
hidden
hasn't
even been
processed
yet. Actually, the
increase
totaled
about
$100,000 because only fulltime students were charged
$10.
Peterson claimed that the
increase was to pay for maintenance and utilities, but the
money actually goes to pay for
staff salaries as well as maintenance, such as hiring custodians.
The money is necessary
because recreation staff must
be hired and trained before the
center opens. Would Peterson
have administrators
attempt
to save student money by not
hiring or training anyone until
the center is finished? If they
did, students
would really
have something to complain
about: A completed center but
no staff to provide instruction,
training
and medical attention.
Despite
Peterson's
and
other ASBSU members' statements, Campus Recreation has
done an admirable job backing

up student
demands.
It's
important to understand
that
the Rec. Center was a student
initiative from 'the beginning;
administrators merely reacted.
But Campus Recreation has
been responsible to students.
For example,
the $10 fee
increase was much smaller
than actually needed; it's more
like $24. But by first trying to
sell membershIps and rentals,
officials like Grimes saved students money and are trying to
stave off future fee increases.
Peterson and other ASBSU
members'
rash
behavior
shows their willingness
to
make bold statements simply
to generate student support.
But their actions don't have
the student body's best interest in mind, and for this, they
have not only proven ineffective but damaging to students.
Fortunately, administrators
like Grimes are helping ensure
that students' money buys a
state-of-the-art recreation center to provide years of use.
Hopefully, Peterson and other
ASBSU members have learned
to do their homework before
making bold but misleading
claims.

Welcome to BSU:To be completed in 2004
By Sean C. Hayes

The Arbiter
Welcome to Boise State. Let
us show you around. Whoops!
Watch out for that crane. That
was a close one. We lost two
yesterday in a freak bulldozer
accident, luckily they'd already
paid their fees.
You may be wondering
why after a long summer when
the campus
was basically
empty we decided to wait 'til
classes started to tear up the
place. We'll let you in on something:
our
Psychology
Department
is currently conducting
experiments
on
extreme stress and its effect on
college students.
In fact, we overbooked
the
dorms so our researchers could
study the psychological effects
of living in shantytowns and
refugee camps. Those students
you see over there wearing tattered clothes and singing "No
Woman, No Cry," are particularly interesting cases.
The
Health
Sciences
Department is also doing some
studies. With all the greasy
food served in the SUB, and the
lack of the new Recreation
Center or the tennis courts,

we're interested in just how
much weight
students
are
going to gain.
.
You'll notice the field next
to the' SUB is also not in use
after an unfortunate incident in
which a fissure spontaneously
opened up in the ground and
engulfed several lacrosse players. If they'd been football
players, we would have built a
fence around it or something.
The SUB's another story.
Sure, it's open and inviting
now, but in a few months,
we'll be tearing it up too for a
multimillion-dollar
renovation
project. We want the whole
front to be made of glass so it
will look to casual passersby
that people inside are having a
really good time. In fact that's
part of the $100 plus fee
increase is hiring people to
stand in the windows looking
like they're having a good
time. It was a little hard to find
paid revelers because you can't
drink or smoke on BSU property, but this is state land, so we
don't have to follow the city's
nudity ordinance!
Parking has been a slight
dilemma, see as how we've
blocked off two roads in the
past month. Sure, we're sorry

that students can't find parking
and all, but what really gets us
is that our parking attendants
can't get to all the cars to ticket
them fast enough. This summer, we had a whole new crew
of parking attendants shipped
in from San Francisco, where
they were formerly employed _
as leather daddies and domanitrixes at S&M clubs. They take
special
job satisfaction
in
inflicting pain and sorrow. The
Parking
and Transportation
committee's goal is that every
car on the campus go from zero
to ticketed in 2.5 seconds.
Our zoning committees right
now, in fact, are studying'plans
to block off all external road
access to BSU. We plan to use
all the extra space currently
wasted on parking to put up
more sculptures similar to that
trippy semicircle between the
library
and
the Business
dents to buy day-old bagels at
Building. We hired that same
Moxie Java for twice the cost of
artist to design a whole series
a fresh bagel anywhere else.
of shape
sculptures.
he's
The homeless won't touch the
putting up a hexagon, a parallelogram, a pentacle and a sca- day-olds for free!
We've also come up with an
lene triangle.
innovative solution to students'
We'll let you in on another
demands for more food options
secret. That semicircle statue
emits cutting-edge mind con- on campus, which fits in nicely
Destiny
trol beams that compel stu- with our Manifest
I

Campus Expansion plan. We're
going to expand
past the
Engineering Building, all the
way to Beacon, then use our
powers of eminent domain to
seize
the
Broadway
Albertson's.
.
We've faced a couple of
planning dilemmas, however.
For instance, how do we mark

up 'Albertson's
prices higher
than they already are? Also,
BSU forbids sale of alcohol and
cigarettes, and based on our
estimates,
the
Broadway
Albertson's would go out of
business in 4.6 hours if it didn't
sell cigarettes and booze to BSU
students.

More poor huddled masses, please
By Brandon

Nolta

The Arbiter
In 1883, a young
poet
named Emma Lazarus wrote
"The New Colossus," a work·
whose
final
lines
would
become part of our collective
psyche and outlived her by a
long shot:
"Give me your tired, your
poor,/Your
huddled
masses
yearning to breathe free,/The
wretched refuse of your teeming shore./Send
these, the
homeless,
tempest-test
to
me,/I lift my lamp beside the
golden door!"
About
a century
later,
some comedian named Steve
Martin offered up this line
during a skit (on either The
Muppet Show or SNL):
"And I believe the United
States should let all foreigners
in this country, provided they
can 'speak our native language: Apache."

Mexico border could best be
on whom you're asking.
described
as "porous,"
and
Then
again,'
opposition
hasn't been fiery either. So the reason for that is people
on the Mexico
far, the worst
side are more
charges any- "
one has levGive me your tired,
motivated
to
eled against
your poor,IYour
get over here
the plan is huddled masses
than the U.S.
that it would
yearning to breathe
side is to keep
reward
law- free,IThe wretched
them
over
lessness and refuse of your teeming
there.
that
it's
a shore./Send these, the
America
is
who Ie s a Ie homeless, tempest-tost
the
land
of
campaign
to to me,lllIft
my lamp
opportunity,
boo'
s .t besld,li the golden
just as seen on
TV, and just
Dub
y a.' s door.
about any job
p o p u la r i t y
a m 0 n g - Emma Lazarus, from "The
in
America
Hispanics.
New Colossus"
pays
better
than most jobs
Well,
duh.
in Mexico.
However, that doesn't a priIf the INS and Border Patrol
ori disqualify it as a bad idea.
really did the job we claim we
Even ignoring any NAFTA
want, there'd be no iIIegals
perspectives (not a bad idea),
Who
the hell
a sound argument
could be anywhere.
made for this proposal just on would then do these nasty
jobs (you know, hard ones)
logistics.
Despite
the best
efforts of the INS, the U.5.- we've allotted them? Not us.

The point made by both of
these samples is that America
is a nation of immigrants.
Pretty obvious, but it seems
real easy for We The People to
forget this, as demonstrated
by a news article I tripped
over while surfing at ABC
News.
As some may remember, El
Presidente put forth a proposal a few weeks ago that would
allow up to nearly two million illegal immigrants
legai
rights to live and work in
America
while
working
toward permanent
residency
status. The language of the
proposal was focused toward
Mexican
immigrants,
but
could (and should) be extended to cover other nationalities.
This proposal
isn't meeting
with tons of favor; according
to recent polls, only 43 percent. of the general populace
support the idea, with fluctuations up or down depending
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Americans are above that, we
tell ourselves, which is another reason why immigrants
come here; they work crap
jobs so their kids will succeed
and rise above them as well.
Not to mention the fact that
it's the American Way; after
all, when Ellis Island was in
full swing, who did all the
crappy
work in the evergrowing eastern cities?
A quick look at immigration statistics reveals all: first
it was the Italians, then it was
the Irish, then it was the
Chinese. Whoever happened
to be moving en masse by
Lady Liberty at the time got to
be low flunky on the social
ladder.
Despite
appearing
to be
frequently
out
to lunch,
Dubya seems on the ball here;
in a recent press conference
on the proposal, he said, "they
(Mexican
immigrants)
are
going to come to the United
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Office Manaoer
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States, if they think they can
make money here.
That's a Simple fact. And
they're willing to walk across
miles of desert to do work that
some Americans
won't do."
Not to mention climb barbed
wire, ford the most polluted
river in North America, risk
arrest, etc.
Instead of spending
time
working
on programs
that
offer at best partial successes,
the U.S. and Mexico would be
best served by examining how
to resolve
the underlying
issues for the best interests of
both. This proposal seems like
a fair start.
Now, if I could just figure out
where
my Social Security
funds are going.
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fansinte11igentbutmore
out there are not
only mbre
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misspelled the nOme
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M~O'unlumnstain'

West aI\d try not to insult peopIe you obviously know little
about, See you Bronco fans on
Saturday ...Go Cocksl
ChriS Peters
usc S~homore
ColumbUl, SC
Arbiter misuses the word
"their"
Dream on, Renae. Gamecocks
win 31-7.. BTW, you need to
confer with your editor when you said "they don't
look like their doing much
good," I' think xou really
meant "they don t look like
THEY'RE doing much good."
If you're going to tty and rip
somebody, at least get the
spelling right. We like grits
down south - but we like dic-
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Gam.i:oc:k
fan doesn't
speak
for all
I am embarrassed, to say the

least, by what was written by
David Cloninger
of the
,
Carolina Spectator (whatever
that is) Mr. Cloninger sure has
a lot of nerve but not much
sense when bashing another
You're os Idiotic as the
college football team when
people you make fun of
our beloved Gamecocks are
basically .500 for life.I love the
Fantastic. You've managed to Gamecocks and our fans, but
sound as idiotic as the people Mr. Ooninger's comments
WE make fun of (if you could paint us narrow-minded johnima.gine ,any specie of people ny~me-Iatelies. 1hanks a lot
lower than USC fans). Too bad, Mr. Ooninger for showing the
really; most of us' had grown to coun~ y~u.r great sportsreally like the people with man-like spmt.
.
whom we've interacted from
BSU.Do us a favor. Write some Mark Beaty
more like this, insulting a bunch Winter Park, Florida
of people you've never met. But
next time, why don't you deliv- -What do you tMnk of this week's
er the message personally ....
campus events, news and opinion?
Letters to the editor may be submitJ. Boxt
ted to 'etters@arbiteronline.com,
Washington, D.C.
dropped by our office in tile SUB
annex or faxed to 426-3198. .
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Construction makes a fine greeting from the administration
By Treyor Klein
As many of you can obviously
tell
Boise
State
University has been turned
into construction zone. I have
not seen this much yellow caution tape sine the days of O.J.
Simpson.
The entire campus is filled
with heavy equipment and
jackhammers, it reminds me of
the gold mines outside of Elko,
Nevada. And no one in the
administration seems to be
able to say when this c.onstruction will cease to exist. Larry
Blake the director of Planning
Facilities made a statement in
Thursday's edition of the
Arbiter, referring to the Tennis
court project. "we are behind
schedule." Then goes onto say
that it will take another three
months for the project to be
complete, making. another
statement: "however a few
more months will be needed to
build the adjoining structure."
Clearly, I think Larry Blake
could tell us as the students
that he does not really know
when the project will be com-

pleted. And this leads to the
discussion of the racreation
center that supposedly was
going to be ready for the fall
2001 term. Well, this structure
is also behind on schedule due
to some contractual errors.
What has happened to he $10
fee increase we as the students
.were forced to pay this semester for the maintenance and
operation of the new building?
I can speculate that some of the
money is being used for. the
newly acquired fitness instructor and intramural sports
director who are and I quote
the assistant
director
of
Campus
recreation
Jenny
Negrini "are walking over one
another" in the office space of
the old recreation center.
Although, I might ask that
Campus Rec. is doing what
they see fit for the time being in
bringing new programmers to
the University so they do not
have to do a last minute hire
when the new recreation center but no can give you a specific date, just a quick beat
around the bush with an
answer that seems to get away

from the point. Just admit that
you don't know, instead of
dodging the question.
. And what about the othe,r
construction zones on campus
such as the Liberal Arts
Building, or the parking lot
that is going in by the Library,
and the kiosks. Do all of these
}Jrojects need to be behind
there original schedules? What
was wrong with doing these
projects over the summer?
Taking nothing away from
the beautification or the hard
work going into these projects
and the people performing
their jobs to the best of their
abilities. But it does make an
impression on the students
here that have to deal with the
various construction delays
day in and day out. Will the
students remember what they
learned this semester when
ther discuss their classes or
wil they talk about the deep
dark dirt pits that burden them
on a daily basis?

Welcome
Backl We
have been
working
hard
all
summer to
prepare for
the
new
semester
and
what
appears to
be another
recordbreaking
enrollment this fall. All the
same, the semester started too
early for me, and probably for
many of you as well.
But there is excitement in
the air as we kick-off this
semester, with all kinds of
plans in the works that you
should know about. A rundown of some of the changes in
the wind:
1.Student e-mail: By midOctober yOll can expect to
receive a BSU student e-mail
address, which will
become a great means of communication of programs, services and university information.
2.Children's
Center
Expansion: Thanks to the generosity of donors and the
University Bookstore, we are
planning an expansion that
will provide space for an additional 40 infants and toddlers
in the Center by January 2003.
3.Recreation Center: All of
us are sorry that the new
Student Recreation Center is
not yet completed due to construction delays. However,
whi,le you are waiting for its
doors to open, please take
advantage of the expanded
recreation
programming

offered in our existing
recreation
facilities.
Visit the recreation web
site at www.
boisestate.edu/
recrearion to learn about all
of the fitness and recreational offerings available to students this
semester.
4 . New
Stu
den
t
H 0 u sin
g
Options: Due to
an increasing demand for on-.
campus living opportunities
for students, we h.ope to begin
planning and designing new
student
housing
options
(suites and apartments) later
this semester.
5.Expansion of the Student
Union: A student-focused
planning team will begin
working this fall on the design
of
the
Student
Union
Expansion, to incorporate the
Women's Center, Cultural
Center, Arbiter, computer lab,
expanded food service options,
and more student study, meeting and programming spaces.
6.Improved Student Health
Insurance: Th~s year's student
health insurance plan offers
more ana better coverage for
students (and their dependents) while remaining a lowcost insurance plan. Visit the
Student Health and Wellness
Center's web site at www.boisestate.edu/studenthealth/
for
detailed information about the
insurance flan. Also remember that al BSU students· are
eligible for services provided
by the Health and Wellness
Center; you do not need to
have the student insurance in
order to access the excellent

medical care available at the
Center.
.
7.Jobs for Students: The. .
Career Center's BroncoJobs on •
the web now provides 24
hour / day, 7 ·day / week access
to job listings for on- and offcampus student employment
and intemships, as well as
career employment listings for
graduating students.
Go to
http://career.boisestate.edu
to
access Broncolobs and other
helpful information on choosing your career and finding
employment.
8.Leadership
and
Communication
Efforts: I
appreciate the commitment of
the student leaders who participated in student leadership
retreats prior to the start of the
fall semester, and· I look forward to continuing our discussions at ASBSU meetings and
through the variety of other
opportunities I have to interact
with students and student
organizations each semester.
Through our continuing, open
dialogue, we w~llwork together to increase opportunities .
and enhance the educational
experiences of BSU students.
So, in spite
of the
Governor's announcement last
week of a two percent budget
cut (which amounts to nearly
$1.5 million being taken out of
the BSU budget), we look forward to a great new year.
Please know that I welcome
your comments, questions and
suggestions. Best wishes for a
terrific semester!
-Peg Blake is the vice president of
student affairs. You call contact l,er
at pblake®boisestate.edu

Bush puts Clinton to shaDle
By Jerel Thomas
Special to the Arbiter

Welcome to all new students
and a big hello to all returning
students from the right wing
voice on campus.
This year plans to be an exciting one with a good republican
in the White House and a
bunch of leftists and spineless
moderates in Congress. Before
we get started, I would like to
take some time to encourage
everyorie to get involved on
campus and join some of these
fantastic
clubs.
College
Republicans would be my first
Trevor Klein is the student relations recommendation, but there are
many other fine clubs around
director for ASBSI I
asweU.

So, as I mentioned before,
we have a good Republican in
the White House now. But
even I had no idea how good
he was until Hillary Clinton
made
headlines
saying,
"Everything we accomplished
in eight years has already been
undone."
Now, I knew that President
Bush was good, but really,
does this comment prove how
good Bush is or how bad
Clinton was? Bush has only
been President
for eight
months and he has already
overturned everything that
happened during the Clinton
era? I would suggest that
Hillary has just admitted how
inept the Clinton'!1were at run-

ning things.
To put this in comparison,
Ronald Reagan, the greatest
President we will ever see in
our lifetime, was also President
for eight years. Leftists are still
trying to undo the policies of
Reagan 13 YEARS after he left
office! Leftists still can't get
taxes up to the 70 percent
range they were at before
Reagan. Leftists still cannot
tOfple the military or turn us
al into tree-hugging communists! The left has had 13 years
and the legacy of Reagan still
stands. Clinton's
"legacy"
(other than his perjury and
being impeached) is abolished
after 8 months!
see SHAME on peJ. \ 2
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Dinwiddie,
#
7, at 6 feet tall
and
192
pounds,

,j

'l r

"

"enter~
fall
11,......
.
practice
as M"
Boise State's
-; number
one
.
signal caller
".
., after working
"with
the Ryan Dinwiddie
:: number one offense the entire
,. spring seas?n. In Bo!se State's
three
spnng
scnmmages,
Dinwiddie
completed
23-of38 passes for 388 yards and
three touchdowns.
He ended
the spring season on a high
note, throwing for 142 yards
" and two touchdowns
(19
" yards and 62 yards) in just
" nil}e,pW~lJIpts in Boise State's
annual Spring Game.
'" In 2000, Dinwiddie was Boise
State's number two quarterr '
back behind
record setting
senior Bart Hendricks. He saw
action in eight games, completing 11-of-19 passes for 137
II
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With Hendricks at the helm the Broncos kept the Humanitarian Bowl trophy In Boise
last year. Watch the Broncos this Saturday to see how they are shaping up.

,.

Bronco football hosts
Washington State Saturday
-" By Max Corbet

BSU Athletics Dept.
Dan Hawkins is looking for
his first win as Boise State's
head
football
coach
this
Saturday
when the Broncos
host
Washington
State.
Hawkins
dropped
his Boise
State opener 32-13 at No. 21
South Carolina last Saturday.
Hawkins was the assistant
head coach for the Broncos the
past three seasons. During that
time Hawkins
helped Boise
State to an overall record of 2610 (72.2 winning percentage),
and back-to-back
Big West
Conference
football championships,
and two straight
Humanitarian Bowl victories.
.
Hawkins is the eighth person to direct the Bronco foot-

I;;'

ball team since the program
began competing at the fouryear level in 1968. Hawkins
replaced Dirk Koetter who was
named
the head coach at
Arizona State University following the 2000 season.
Boise State has a 14-game
home winning streak with its
last loss coming during the
final game of the 1998 season
when the Broncos lost to Idaho
36-35 in overtime. The Broncos
have won four consecutive
home openers, including a forfeit by Cal-State Northridge in
1997. Boise State kicked off its
home season last year with a
42-17 win over Northern Iowa.
In 1998 the Broncos beat
Southern Utah 35-27 and in
1998
BSU
knocked
off
Northridge 26-13. The Broncos

last loss in a home opener
came in 1996 when Central
Michigan won 42-21 in Boise
State's first Division I football
game. Boise State will look for
its break-through
win against
a Pac-10 team when the
Broncos. take the field against
Washington State.
The Broncos are 0-6 in
games played against Pac-10
teams including,O-3 against the
Cougars. Boise State lost at
WSU 42-35 last year. The
Broncos
also lost to the
Cougars at home in 1998 (3321) and in Pullman in 1997 (580). Boise State's other losses to
Pac-lO teams came at UCLA
(38-7) in 1999, and against
Oregon
State
(34-3
in
Corvallis) in 1986 and (37-30 at
Bronco Stadium) in 1989.

LIVING IN A VAN

DOWN BY THE

RESIDENCEHAllS,ROOMS

AVAILABLE
CONTACT STUDENT HOUSING

426·3986
ROOM 214

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

BOISE STA1-'E
Ll:-';I\IIZ~IJY

'The fine print: records Indicate that a
limited number of spols may become
ovolloble in the coming weeks due to
circumstances beyond the unlversitys
control. Prices may vary. Rooms offered
on a first-come. first-serve basis. Side
effects moy Include but are not limited to..

. LIVE CLOSE TO CLASSES, LOW COST, ACADEMIC

SUPPORT

The Arbiter would like to thank the Boise State AthleticS Department,
and Broncosports.com for cooperation In fitting today's sports section. We are currently short-staffed In our sports department, but
remain committed to giving coverage.to BSU'ssportsand *reatlon
programs~
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Broncos Lose 32-.13 at
South Carolina

~

----,-Sp-orts
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with the ball. I thought he w~s
poised in there. I think Ryan is
going to be a good player."
by Todd Miles
Freshman linebacker Andy
BSU Athletics Dept.
Avalos led the Broncos with 14
tackles, including three for a
No. 21 South Carolina broke
th7
goal and loss. Junior safety Quintin
open a tight game with 19
But
Langston.
Moore Mikell added 11 tackles.
unanswered points en route to blocked the Calaycay field goal
Boise State (0-1) opens its
a 32-13 win over Boise State attempt and watched Faison home season next Saturday
Saturday night in Columbia, " .scoop it up, avoid Calaycay, against Washington State (1-0)
South Carolina. The loss put an and race into the endzone for a at 6 pm at Bronco Stadium,
end to the Broncos' seven- touchdown.
The Broncos have a fourgame winning streak.
All teams can play well teen-game home winning
Rashard Faison scooped up when things are going good," streak. BSUlost at WSU 42-35
a blocked Nick Calaycay field Hawkins said. "When things last season.
goal on the last play of the first are going poorly that's a test of
half and returned it 82 yards your character and that's a test
for a touchof the kind of team you're
down giving
going to be. That's what I told
t
h
.e
them (at halftime)."
Gamecocks a
Things continued going
19-7 lead at
poorly for Boise State in the
the half.
second half. The Broncos had Boise State Soccer
Sou
t h
the ball for only three plays opens season with 4-2Car 0 1 ina
(2:32 seconds) in the third VictOry over
Idaho
pushed
the Brock Forsey
quarter as the Gamecocks' arch-rival
lead to 26-13
offense controlled the ball.
by Doug Link
on the first drive of the second
South Carolina scored on all BSUAthletics Dept.
half. Derek Watson capped the of its second half possessions
79-yard, 14-play drive, with a except the final drive that
The Boise State Broncos ralsix-yard touchdown run.
ended at the BSU 25 when the lied from a slow start to defeat
"Obviously it was a back- clock ran out.
their arch-rivals, the Idaho
breaker," Boise State first-year
Boise State was able to cut Vandals, 4-2 in the opening
coach Dan Hawkins said about into the South Carolina lead game of the Bronco Diadora
the blocked field goal. "We late in the fourth quarter. Cup, and season,' at the
went from being very close to Sophomore quarterback Ryan Simplot Sports Complex, field
them to having them pull out Dinwiddie connected with 19.
Idaho started fast by scorahead of us by quite a margin." backup
tight end Kevin
It looked
like South Louwsma on a five-yard pass ing a goal in the second minute
Carolina might run away from to make the score 32-13.
of play only to see the Broncos
the Broncos early building a
Dindwiddie, making his raIly with three first half goals.
The two teams bumped up
13-0 first quarter lead on a first start at quarterback for the
Watson 16-yard touchdown Broncos, finished the day con- the defense in the second half
reception from Phil Petty on .necting on 18-of-31passes with as they traded goals for the
the Gamecocks first possession a touchdown and an intercep- final two goal advantage for
and a 5-yard touchdown run tion. Jay Swillie caught four Boise State. Kaziah Hill led the
by Andrew Pincock on their passes for 46 yards, while Boise State effort with two
second possession.
Forsey finished with 113 all- goals while Tara Milligan
added one and Megan McCoy
The Broncos climbed back purpose yards.
into the game recovering a
"I thought he, did a nice in her first game as a Bronco
Corey Jenkins fumble on the job," Hawkins said about scored the game winning goal.
For the Vandals two players
last play of the first quarter. Dinwiddie's performance. "He
Brock Forsey pulled the showed some poise and made scored goals, Emily Nelson
Broncos within 13-7 seven some good throws. He ran and Mandi MoIlerstuen.
plays later. when he scored on
foUrth-and-goal
from the
Gamecocks one-yard line.
It looked like Boise State
would go into the locker room

:ili J'::~:n~
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Boise State 4, Idaho 2
Scoring Summary: 1. 1:56, UI,
Emily
Nelson
(Laura
Humphreys) - From 7 yards
out; 2. 18:59,BSU, Kaziah Hill
(Tara Milligan) - from 7 yards;
3. 33:18, BSU, Tara Milligan
(Megan McCoy) - from 12
yards; 4. 40:30, BSU, Megan
McCoy (Nicole Feuz) - from 18
yards; 5. 62:42, VI, Mandi
Mollerstuen (Emily Nelson) from 6 yards; 6. 87:15, BSU,
Kaziah Hill (Megan McCoy) from 12 yards.
Shots: Idaho 11, Boise State 19;
Shots on goal: Idaho 7, Boise
State 11; Saves: Idaho 7 (jenell
Miller 7), Boise State 6 (jeanne
Orm6).
Game Participation: Starters:
Idaho - Laura Humphreys,
Chris Rennick, [aci Pelton,
Melissa Martinazzi, Megan
Cummings,
Stephanie
Burgmeier, Dawn Mueller,
Emily
Nelson,
Katie
Swajkoski, Jennifer Kiebel and
Jenell Miller - Substitutes:
Sarah April, Jamie Lewis,
Ashley Cox, Sarah Melby,
Mandi
Mollerstuen
and
Christina Anderson. Boise
State - Dayle McNabb, Abbe
Roche, Tara MiIligan, Brooke
Smith, Amy Dunn, Megan
McCoy, Christy Messenger,
Kaziah Hill, Debbie Rubel,
Libby Johnson and Jeanne
Orm - Substitutes: Jamie
Young, Abby Bernards, Coby
Meikle, Nicole Feuz and
Annie Gorski.

Your next road trip is brought to you by Sprint

Boise State Volleyball
team drops final three
matches of
Washington State
Tournament
bvLorl

Hqys

BSU Athletics Dept.
The Boise State volleyball '
team had a tough opening
weekend, losing its final three
matches of the Washington
State Tournament.
The Broncos lost to host
Washington State in three
games (21-30, 13-30, 18-30), to
Pacific in three games (30-24,
30-24, 30-20), and Bradley in
three games (22-30, 23-30, 1430).
In the Washington State
match, freshman Kelly Hadd
put down six kills and added
eight digs, junior Chera
Sommer had 13 assists, and
sophomore Jacqueline HeIer
had 14 digs. Sophomore Joy
Baldwin added five kills and
five digs.
. Against Pacific, Baldwin
had eight kills, sophomores
Megan Tranter and HeIer had
16 digs a piece and freshman
Mindy Bennett had 20 assists.
Freshman Jessica McDonald
had six blocks.
Versus Bradley, Tranter had
10 kills, Sommer put up 16
assists and Hadd added eight
digs.
Boise State returns home to
prepare for another difficult
pre-season tournament Sept. 78 at the University of Oregon
along
with
Cal
StateNorthridge and New Mexico
State.
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Boise State
'Volleyball'
gains Wall
of Fame
assistant
coach
by Brittney Bryson
Kristen
Dutto-Haener
begins her first season as an
assistant coach for the women
volleyball team at Boise State.
Kristen will deal with all
aspects of the Bronco volleyball program, while handling
all of the administrative
responsibilities as well.
Dutto-Haener
joins the
Bronco coaching staff after
teaching in the Treasure Valley
from 1997-2001.In addition to
her teaching responsibilities,
Kristen coached the eightgrade girls volleyball team at
Eagle middle school from
1999-2000,and the gi \ 15s team
at the Boise River Volleyball
Club.
Dutto-Haener just so happens to be on the Bronco Wall
of Fame. After graduating
from Tulare Union High
School in 1990, Kristen
received a scholarship to Boise
State.
Kristen was a four-year
starter for the Bronco volleyball program as a middle
blocker. Not only was she a
Bronco athlete, but also she
was also a three-time honoree
on the All Big Sky Conference
Team (1991, 1992, 1993) and
named to the Big Sky All
Freshmen Team in 1990.
Dutto-Haener was also named
to the big region team in 1991
and 1993.
As a two-time conference
all-academic honoree, Kristen
earned her bachelors degree in
health science in 1995. She
worked as a coach at her prep
alma mater for one year and
then served as a graduate
assistant to the volleyball program from 1996 through 1997.
She earned her teaching certificate from Boise State in 1998
and is currently working on a
master's degree in instruction
and curriculum.
Boise State is thrilled to
have her join their staff.
Head coach Sturm said,
"She is a Bronco and we are
excited to have her here working with our team, she has a lot
to offer as she's "been there"
.and she has so much to give to
the players."
.
The Broncos match off in
their first game of the season
'this Friday
at Gonzaga
University.
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Want free field-side
seats to football
games?

Pack your friends. Pack your car. And always peek your phone.
In school or on the road, you're always connected to friends and family with a Sprint ~ phone. Acr£ss the
Internet, send e-mail, check your voice mail and access the ?nly all-digital,all-~ nationwide network
serving more than 300 major metropolitan areas.
.
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Sprint Store
Town Square Theater Plaza
120 Milwaukee
Boise

12081378-9316
M.F 10-9, Sat 10-7. Sun 12·5
"

Kyocera 2035
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$19

99

Limited time Offer.
2500 Minutes For $39.99 a Month. Real Nationwide long Distance Included
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6et350 Anytime Minutes and 2150 Night & Weekend Minutes-that's a total of 2500
minutes for just $39.99.Requires a One-Year Sprint pes Advantage Agreement.'" '

~Sprint

The clear alternative to cellular"

Sprint

pes·

Sprint Store

Complete Wireless

SawTooth

Celloet of Idaho

Wireless USA

Oakbrook Plaza
2100 East fairview
Meridian

111 Sroadway
Boise

1222 Broadway Ave.
Boise

004 West Main
Boise

-1782 \Vest State Streat
Boise

(208) 345-7850

The Arbiter is seeking
Sports editor and sports
writers to cover· BSU
athletics. A salaried
sports editor position
and a paid sports writer
position are available,
as well as numerous
freelance
opportunities.

(2al) 333-8100

12al) 387·1964

Please call Editor-in-Chief
Brandon Fiala at 345-8204,
ext. 105, ore-mail at,
editor@arbiteronline.com.

12081sn-eau

(208)855-9910
M-F 9-8. Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5 ,
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Professor Trusky wants your underwear
By J. Pqtrlck

Kellv

The Arbiter
Boise State English professor, Tom Trusky has a strange
request for his Introduction to
Book Arts students
this
semester: He wants their
underwear! Trusky is waging
an all-out panty raid in order
to accrue enough undergarments
to pulverize
into
"panty paper" for his uniquely popular class. He also has
notified his colleagues in hope
of getting their underwear
too. Trusky's obsession could
be called a temporary fetish of
sorts.
After his panty raid is
completed, the skivvies will
be pulped and mixed with
other natural fibers such as
syringa, milkweed, cattails,
and lawn clippings to produce
sheets of paper.
The underwear
he so
desires is preferably cotton,
and most certainly clean,
"The fabric of our life" is
Trusky's first choice, silk and
linen blends are acceptable
too, but panties made from
synthetic materials are not
suitable for pulping because
of their unnatural qualities.
"We will have to remove all
synthetic properties from the
cotton undergarments prior to
the pulping process, elastic
banding and such," Trusky
said.
The panties will then make
a short trip to Mountain
Home, to the residence of a
\. past student of his, Tom
Bennick, who will teach a
r' papermaking workshop to the
students on Sept. 11. Trusky
encourages others to bring
their panties to Bennick's studio to be made into "panty
paper" as well.
Most of Trusky'scollected
undergarments sit in a box in
his office at the Hemingway

Western
Studies
Center.
Lighter-colored panties are
the most prevalent thus far,
but a few outrageous selections stick out of the pile, like
a pair of "Star Spangled
Banner" boxers and a pair of
silk panty's with a floral
motif.
A piece of equipment
called a Holland beater,
specifically used in the art of
papermaking, macerates the
fabric into pulp form. The
pulp is put into a water solution. A fine screen and a wood
frame called a deckel are then
used. The screen sits at the
bottom the pulp solution, as
the screen
gets
pulled
upward, it passes through the
deckel, producing a fine layer
of wet pulp which is left on
top of the screen. The pulp
eventually dries into a sheet
of paper, or "panty paper" in
this case.
Once the paper makes the
return trip to Boise, the work
is essentially done. The stu- ,
dents aren't required to do
anything with the final product because the act of making
the paper itself is the empha-'
sis of the project.
"Some students print poetry and make chapbooks or
watercolor on the paper, it's
solely up to them," Trusky TOM TRUSKY,BSUEnglish professor, tries on some perfectly good
said.
But his students
are
out of the workshop curricurequired to print a small beyond," Trusky said.
lum.
Extremely
thin
parchment,
booklet on different paper, a
"The response has been
brief autobiography describ- Ethiopian scroll, and goatskin
ing their personal creative styles of papermaking have overwhelming. Every semesendeavors to be handed out to also been taught over the ter there are at least two students whom discover they
years.
every student in the class.
Trusky defines papermak- have a strong passion for
Trusky
has
taught ing as the "interweaving of papermaking, it just strikes a
chord in them," Trusky said.
Introduction to Book Arts at cellulose fibers."
Trusky's class not only
Introduction
to
Book
Arts
BSU for five years. "1 teach
historically organized lessons, started out as a special topics studies the art of papermakbased on the origin of print- workshop, but became so ing, students also learn about
ing on such materials as popular with English majors, bookmaking, including bindwood, clay, and metal. We' artists, and people interested ing, printing, dyeing, book
restoration, and the terminolfollow history to the advent of in the fine art of papermaking
papermaking in China, then that a regular class was made ogy involved.
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underwear.

"In the past students have
learned to restore vintage and
antique edition books, especially
broken
bindings,"
Trusky said.
One thing is for certain:
Trusky's students'
"panty
paper" will stand the test of
time because of its durable
composition. Most paperback
novel and newsprint paper
easily self-destructs and fades
to yellow in a short period of
time, but as long
the
Hemingway Center exists, so
will his students' paper pro-

jects.
, All of the panties should be
pulped by Sept. 10 as planned
by Trusky and Bennick. The
students will attend Bennick's
papermaking workshop on
Sept. II, then personally
drive their "panty paper"
safely home to Boise. The
Arbiter is committed to follow this story. We'll keep you
posted of the panties in
progress.

Writers and readers slated to rendezvous
By J. pgtrlck

Kelly

The Arbiter
Boise State University's 10th
annual Writers and Readers
Rendezvous is happening Sept.
28-30 at Rapid River Ranch in
Riggins. This Idaho literary tradition will showcase a weekend
of workshops by some of the
west's most talented writers.
BSU's Division of Extended
Studies and English departments are sponsoring the threeday event. The weekend
includes writers' workshops,
publisher/ editor presentations,
author readings, Idaho folklore,
and music.
Extended Studies Director
Catherine Harris is excited
about the retreat. "This is a intimate event where participants
work closely with writers and
publishers.
This year we
(Extended Studies and BSU
department of English) have
created some new 'hands-on'
workshops for no additional
charge," Harris said.
Plenty of space is still available
PholobyTedHarmon.
The Artllter
for this year's Rendezvous, but
Janet Holmes, BSUEnglish professor, will teach poetry the tickets are selling fast. "The
amount of people registered so
workshops In Riggins this year.

.

.

far is up from last year at this
time, we're expecting a great
turnout in Riggins," Harris
said.
The featured headliners are
fiction writer Alyson Hagy
and poet Sandra Alcosser.
Hagy, an English professor
at the University of Wyoming
has authored several short
story collections such as
Madonna on Her Back and
Hardware River. She also
wrote a novel, Keeneland in
2000.
Her stories have been published
in
Ploughshares,
Mississippi
Review,
Shenandoah, and The Idaho
Review. She has won several
awards
and
fellowships,
including the University of
Michigan Hopwood Award, a
National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowship,
and a
Wyoming
Arts
Council
Fellowship. '
Alcosser is the director of
the MFA Program in creative
writing at the San Diego State
University. She has been visiting writer-in-residence at the
University of Montana and the
University
of
Michigan.

Alcosser also directed Poets in
the Park in New York City's
Central Park, and has been
poet-in-residence for Glacier
National Park.
She has written several
books of poetry, including
Except by Nature and A Fish
to Feed All Hunger. Her
poems have appeared in The
American Poetry Review, The
New Yorker, and The Paris
Review.
This year's line-up has an
impressive list of featured
writers, including BSUEnglish
professor Janet Holmes who
has gained national notoriety
for her books of poetry
Humanophone, The Green
Tuxedo, and The Physicist at
the Mall. Her works have been
published
in The Best
, American Poetry, The Georgia
Review, and The Notre Dame
Review. She has won numerous awards such as 1999
Minnesota Book Award and
Poetry Book of the Year
, Award by Nimrod Magazine.
Holmes is also the director of
Ahsahta Press, a local independent publisher.
Holmes is optimistic about

the new changes being implemented this year in Riggins,
"The organizers have completely reorganized the workshops so the participants can
benefit from the writers experience in a unique environment. Last year an evaluation
was taken asking questions on
how to improve future events, _
it was definitely helpful,"
Holmes said.
Other featured
writers
teaching workshops at the
retreat are William Johnson,
Clay Morgan, Gala fitzGerald
Muench, Lance Olsen, Diane
Raptosh,
and
William
Studebaker.
The workshops will highlight three genres of writing:
Fiction, poetry, and creative
nonfiction. On Friday and
Saturday there will be an
Open Mic, hosted by Bill
Johnson and Janet Holmes
respectively.
For more information about
cost and registration contact
Extended Studies at 426-3492
or
register
online
at
www.writersandreaders.org
(if you go ... box)
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Because you hove enough to worry about.:

Shorb~
Terfif

froni Blue Cross of Idaho
A limited benefit progrom designed
especially for your temporary health care needs,

For information
Boise District

Office

3000 E. Pine Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642-5995
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 7408
Boise, 1083707·1408
(108) 345-4550
Custome,r Services: (800) 627·1031

BlueCross ••
of Idaho
AII~1..tlIrwtItJI"'
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contact:

Student callers are needed
from Sept. 25 - Oct. 25
to work two nights a week
(your pick the nights) from
6-9:00 p.m.
Calling, takes place on campus.
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Billy. Idol's set to snarl in Boise
By Wendy Venable
The Arbiter
Spike up your bl~ach-blond
hair. Billy Idol is coming to
town Monday, Sept. 10 at The
Big Easy Concert House. The
quintessentially 'BOs rocker is
making a startling appearance
for the first time in years.
If you missed his romantic
performance in Fox's Ally
McBeal singing
"I'll Be
Watching You," then you certainly are not going to want to
miss this one. Come on, he still
has the platinum hair and
trademark snarl.
Idol was a pioneer of the
'70s underground punk movement in Great Britain, which
London punkers called the
"Bromley Contingent." His
first band, Generation X was
formed in his hometown of
Middlesex, England with guitarist, Tony James,' but was
short-lived and they disbanded
in 1981.
After the break-up he found

His latest release, "Greatest
himself in New York City,
, hooking up with Kiss planager Hits," features old favorites
such as "Dancing
with
Bill Aucoin, and guitarist
Steve Stevens, who is return- Myself," "Eyes Without a
Face," and "Don't You (Forget
ing on Idol's current tour.
Idol's first, self-titled album about Me)," which has been
release in 1982 produced such previously unreleased, and an
timeless hits as "White a1tem~,tive ,take of "Mony,
'
Wedding" and "Hot in the Mony. .
Idol has made several memCity." His second album,
"Rebel Yell," took him to the orable appearances in movies
top, selling over two million over the last decade, including
copies, and pushing his career a cameo role in Oliver Stone's
The Doors, the voice of Odin
to the brink.
Idol's sexy and slightly con- in Heavy Metal 2000, and a
troversial video release of small role as himself in The
"Cradle of Love," introducing Wedding Singer. Oh yeah, let's
Liv Tyler (Steven Tyler, of not forget that Ally McBeal
Aerosmith's daughter), is one episode.
Billy Idol is back, and
of MTV's most popular music
Monday night's concert at the
videos to date.
After a near-fatal motorcy- Big Easy should be an oldcle.accident, a drug overdose, fashioned rock-n-roll show
worth the warp backwards in
a couple of unmentionable
time, especially if he lives up
lawsuits, and his introduction
to
techno-rock
with to his icon of the past.
For ticket information con"Cyberpunk" in 1993,Idol has
survived it all and has mount- tact Ticketweb at 1-800-965ed a successful comeback in 4827 or online at www.tick- Billy Idol displaying his trademark snarl
etweb.com
the new millennium.
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Starring: Brad Pitt, Benicio del
Toro,
Dennis Farina
Director: Guy Ritchie
Rated R

f;
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Ed Harris as Jackson Pollock
Pollock

.Starring: Ed Harris, Marcia
Gay Harden,
Amy Madigan
Director: Ed Harris
Rated R
The film Pollock is based on
the
Pulitzer-prize-winning
biography, Jackson Pollock: An
American Saga, by Steven
Naifeh and Gregory White
Smith.
Jackson Pollock (Ed Harris)
achieved great commercial success as an abstract painter, but
like so many other artists,
couldn't personally manage
himself. TIle film delves deeply
into Pollock's world of alcoholism, which leaves him nonproductive. As a young artist
living in New York City's
Greenwich Village, Pollock
essentially paints and drinks
hard. His drinking binges last

~__
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The next Fighting For Your
Relationsllip:A Couples Wksp.
is scheduled for Sat.91l5 & 22.
Must attend both sessions, couples only.
Course No. COUN 297 002, 1 credit
PIF.For information call 426-3089.

BSU COUNSELING CENTER
426-1601
6th Floor Education Building

Comedians crack-Up
Boise State students

j~,r

Snatch

Some critics have likened
British director Guy Ritchie
(Lock,Stock and Two Smoking
Barrels) to Quentin Tarantino.
Snatch definitely has some similarities to Tarantino's Pulp
Fiction with its high-speed
crosscutting and reverse-order
sequence. In both films the
extreme violence is paired w~th
humorous dialogue, somehow
making the hard-core nature of
crime an easy pill to swallow.
Fundamentally, Snatch is
about a diamond heist turned
bad. Ritchie gets all he can out
of his large cast, and has no
problem- killing them when
needed for dramatic effect. He
switches back and forth effec.tively between scenes, keeping
the transitions easy to follow.
All of the characters in Snatch
are portrayed as stupid criminals, adding to the comical element.
Brad Pitt plays an Irish
"Pikey" in the film. Pitt's gypsy
character sounds like he has a
mouth full of marbles and is
constantly on the take like all of
the other dimwit opportunists.
While Snatch isn't for everyone,
it's definitely worth the rental'
money for those who are into
'" black comedies.

pix

Photo by Albert sanchez

for days, and when he finally
comes to he's disoriented and
as dirty as a sewer rat. His
lover, fellow artisan, Lee
Krasner (Marcia Gay Harden)
is seemingly always there to
clean him up.
When Pollock's sober, he is
one of the most prolific artists
of his time, but when he's
drunk he's a total asshole. In a
sober episode, famous NYC
gallery
owner,
Peggy
Guggenheim (Amy Madigan)
discovers his work, and after a
Life magazine expose he
becomes a household name.
He's eventually overwhelmed
with fame and dies in an egorelated drinking and driving
accident. Pollock is grossly
bleak, as was his real life, yet
the film is still a must see for art
lovers; plenty of excellent
painting scenes make it visually enjoyable. Don't expect to be
uplifted by this one!

Hannibal

By Wendy Venablg

Starring: Anthony Hopkins,
Julianne Moore
Director: Ridley Scott
Rated R

The Arbiter

Craig Carmean received a
standing ovation by an audience of nearly one hundred
Hannibal has just been Boise State students during his
released, well, at least on video. performance last Wednesday
Based on the novel by Thomas night in the Jordan Ballroom.
Harris, the movie continues the
Carmean's act was sponsaga of The Silence of the sored by the Board of Student
Lambs. The original character Programs and was free for
Hannibal (Anthony Hopkins) card-carrying students.
"The Cannibal" Lecter is back
His standing ovation was to
and he's hungry. Clarice be expected by this young,
Starling (Iulianne Moore) is the hyped-Up crowd, which conobject of his desire once again. sisted of mostly underclassJodie Foster, who declined men and new students.
the offer for the sequel, played Carmean connected with this
FBIspecial agent Starling in the peer group as he performs
first movie, but Moore per- ninety percent of his comedy in
formed excellently as the sec- front of a college crowd, and
ond choice.
his second showing in the last
Leaving off at Lecter's two years at Boise State proved
escape in The Silence of the to be just as well received.
Lambs, Hannibal's awaited
Pat Mac, a local comedian
conclusion brought its viewers who opens for comics at the
to a covered and predictable Funny Bone, warmed the
ending as the movie finished crowd for Carmean's enerwithout much climatic relief, getic, goof-ball act, which he
but it was certainly more supplements with his acoustibelievable and realistic than the cal music talents.
book's conclusion. The story
Besides changing the lyrics
line in Hannibal followed of many of. today's popular
immensely well with Harris' songs that he imitated, what
novel, yet it seemed no on~, not seemed to make the crowd
even the author could find a roar was his stint on "unintellidecent ending. Hannibal is def- gible bands." His impersoninitely worth the entertainment ations started with Elvis then
dollars for its grisly and horrif- went through Dylan and the
icplot.
Bee Gees, exploring further

Artist/Graphic Designer
If you are graduating this
spring and planningto
slay in the Boise Valley,
we wouldbe interested in
talkingto you.

into the Fine Young Cannibals,
Nirvana, and Pearl Jam.
He even took requests from
the audience, but declined a
solicitation ·to do a Rage
Against the Machine song.
Besides being amusing, his
impressions were actually
quite good, and humorously
correct.
Carmean got a little down
and dirty in a few places,
which nobody seemed to
mind, especially the few that
didn't fully understand his
material, but overall he emitted a pure quality, youth-oriented, energetic set.
It was a bit too much when
he brought out Kermit the
Frog, but made it worthwhile
just to hear the Muppet talk
street-rag and pimp to the
"vibrator" girls in the third
row. It brings new meaning to
"tastes like chicken."
Carmean has been doing
comedy for six years now at
Campuses
all across the
United States, and made it
clear to the audience that he
flew all the way from Miami
just to perform for Boise State
students, and then on to
Albertson College for a show.
"1 love it," Carmean says
about performing in Idaho,
even after an all-day flight. "I
have a really good time corning here."

Are You SEARCHING?
For real friendship...
For answers...
For something more...

.~
~
~

"The Search"

9:00-10:15am Sunday Mornings
Celebrate Jesus in joy with music and the Good News.
Everyone is welcome here in the love of God.

University Christian Church
MAC proficiencyrequired

Call Bob 459·0883

1801 University Drive, Boise 83706
(Across the street fromthe BSU Student Union)
(208) 343-5461 + www.uccboise.org
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"The'terribletrutll about
Ronald McDonald
than' on a
surface
The Arbiter
where raw
has
"We cannot trust ...non- meat
conformists. We will make been preconformists out of them in a pared.
W h iIe
hurry "' The
organization
cannot trust, the individual; chains like
the individual must trust the McDonald's
to
organization."
' claim
These are not the words of represent
a fascist dictator or commu- American
nist revolutionary, but of a culture,
McDonald's executive, as Schlosser
it
quoted from Eric Schlosser's makes
graphically disturbing 2001 clear that
fast
expose, Fast Food Natiore the
The Dark Side of the All- food chains
not
only
American Meal.
Portions of the book offer fabricated,
hilarious takes on the ven- but
ture capitalism gone nuts destroyed, many traditionally
that is the fast food industry. American facets of our culture.
of last centuA psychologist, for instance, At the be~g
ry,
for
example,
hamburgers
insisted McDonald's keep its
golden arches logo, because were almost never eaten
he said it was a Freudian because they were considered
symbol for a woman's cheap, and disease-ridden (a
breasts. I guess McDonald's reputation evidently not at all
expected a ,lot of trade from undeserved). The mass-profrat guys cruising around duction methods demanded
saying, "Dude, check out the for the manifest destiny of
innumerable fast food franrack on that Mickey D's!"
Speaking of the connec- chises has also been largely
tion between breasts and fast responsible for agriculture
food, KFC' evidently doc- being produced by huge
tored their chickens to have agribusiness firms, essentially
abnormally large breasts. driving small farmers and
Ultimately, the big-breasted ranchers out of business.
Fast food has had a similar
,poultry no longer met the
federal definition of "chick- effect on the nation's economy.
en," instead they met the Ninety percent of new jobs are
federal definition of "teen in the fast food industry, and
only migrant farm workers are
pop diva."
For those who miss the paid less. Fast food and restaublood
and
guts,
pre- rant interests bribe congressColumbine slasher pies like men to keep wages low (some
Nightmare on Elm Street or even seeking the elimination of
Friday the 13th, Schlosser the minimum wage), while
offers bone crushings, ampu- meat and agribusiness intertations, decapitations, roach- ests bribe congressman to
infested
milkshake eliminate food safety stanmachines, and the shocking dards at filthy and wildly danstatement that with this gerous meat processing plants,
nation's standards for meat which evidently have Changed
preparation, you would be very little since Upton Sinclair
eating less fecal matter off wrote The Jungle.
Aside from obvious health
the top of your toilet seat

By PrestoQ Jones

Oklahoma
Oklahoma)

By Seqn C:. Hqyes

safet

y

arid wage issues are the
effects on society at large.
Schlosser, in his epilogue
makes his biases clear. He
argues, as Bill Maher frequently says on Politically
Incorrect, that perhaps fattening foods should face the
same so-called sin taxes
placed on cigarettes and
alcohol. Obesity, he says, is a
causation of health problems
second only to smoking.
America is the most obese
industriali;zed nation in the
world, and as fast food culture goes worldwide so does
the trend of obesity.
It is truly frightening the
way that other nations have
embraced fast food, not just
as a cheap food source, but
as a hip representation of
American
culture.
One
Japanese fast food executive
is quoted as saying that fast
food will make Japanese
people grow taller and
develop
blond
hair.
Schlosser says that after
years of fast food infiltration,
the Japanese have gotten no
blonder but they are getting
'fatter.
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Type of Talent:

Famil~_1

All Talent must be appropriate for small
children. 20 acts will be chosen to perform.
For more Info call Lianne at 426-1237

RETURN TO STUDENT ACTIVitiES
DESK IN THE STUDENT UNION BY
9·9-01.
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also greatly
notist Voltan(David
Ogden matography
Stiers) at a 50th birthday party enhance the flavor of the time
for a colleague. During a mys- 'period. Allen's 'script contains
tical ceremony involving the zingers that prove, dialogue
isn't dead [nthis age of digititular jade scorpion, Briggs
tized blood and mayhem.
and Fitzgerald are hypnotized
The' film takes a while to
to respond to certain words
and do as they're told until the actually get going, but once it
does, it is thoroughly enjoyhypnosis is broken.
Soon after the party, a able.
Writer/director
Allen's
strange series of jewel robberies begins occurring and deft comic touch fails him at
Briggs is hot on the trail of the times during the film, but not
thief, all the while not realizing often enough to make the film
there's a crucial piece of infor- a waste of time.
Evoking an era reminiscent
mation right under his nose.
He soon becomes mixed up of classic films like his Girl
with
the vampy
Laura Friday, Allen's new film is a
comic
romp
Kensington (Charlize Theron) refreshing
and fights to keep' his case through the snide one-liners
away from competing detec- and smart dialogue one has
tives (Arthur J. Nascarella and come to expect from Woody
Allen.
John Schuck).
In a summer packed to the
The whole plot twists and
turns, building to a climax that hilt with reprehensible releasis equal parts hilarious and es, The Curse of the Jade
Scorpion offers something
heartwarming.
The cast is excellent, the rare: it's actually entertaining.
Currently playing at The
standouts
being Theron's
Lauren Bacall-esque Laura Flicks. Don't forget to bring
Kensington and Hunt's alter- your student ill in order to
nately vicious and sweet reap the savings ($5-all
shows).
Fitzgerald. The production
design by Santo Loquasto, and
Zhao Fei's luminescent cine-

The Department of Music
proudly introduces the Les
Bois Piano Quartet, an ensemble of resident faculty musicians that will be performing
concerts throughout the school
year.
Pianist, Del Parkinson is
originally
from Blackfoot,
Idaho. He holds advanced
degrees
from
Indiana
University and the [uilliard
School of Music. He received a
Fulbright-Hays grant and studied in England. He has performed with the Indiana
University Symphony, Civic
Orchestra of Chicago, Boise
Philharmonic,
and
the
Guadalajara Symphony.

Name:
Phone Number:
E-mail:

426-2162 INFO: 426-INFO TTY: 426-1024
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Application for Perfomer
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Boise State music professors form quartet

r

I Number of People in Group~
,I This is a: Child - Group -

Daily

The consensus
around
Hollywood these days seems
to be that Woody Allen, at 66,
is getting a little long in the
tooth to still be playing romantic leads in his films. But, at the
same time, who else can play
Woody Allen better than himself? Advancing' age aside, The
Curse of the Jade Scorpion
continues the tradition of
smart, fast-paced comedy that
viewers have come to expect
from the Woodman over the
years.
Set in 1940sManhattan, The
Curse of the Jade Scorpion
opens in a well-respected
insurance company's main
office and introduces us to flirtatious insurance investigator
extraordinaire
C.W. Briggs
(Allen).
Briggs, known for.his spectacular intuition and ease in
solving difficult cases, has
finally met his match in the
form of Betty Ann Fitzgerald
(Helen Hunt), an efficiency
expert
hired
by
Chris
Magruder (Dan Aykroyd),
Briggs' boss.
'
Fitzgerald and Briggs continue to butt heads until they
fall under the spell of the hyp-

TALenTSHOW··

F I L LOUT

WoodY Allen'
cnd Helen Hunt
InJode

du

Violinist, Craig Purdy is an '
assistant professor of music at
BSU. He teaches violin, chamber music, and is the director
of the University Orchestra
Program. Purdy is a graduate
of the Eastman School of
Music and the New England
Conservatory. He has studied
with Joseph Silverstein, Sally
O'Reilly, Leonard Shure, and
the late joseph Gingold.
Violist, Linda Kline Lamar
is an assistant professor of
music at BSU. She is currently
working on her Doctorate in
Viola Performance from the
University
of
Memphis.
Lamar holds degrees from
Northwestern University and
The Cleveland Institute of
Music. She has performed

with the Memphis Symphony, .
Civic Orchestra of Chicago,
the Erie Philharmonic, and the
Spoleto Festival Orchestra.
Cellist, J. Wallis Bratt is an
associate professor of music at
BSU. He received his Bachelor
of Music from the University
of Idaho, a Masters of Music
from the University of Utah,
and has done post-Masters
work at the University of
Oregon. Bratt lias worked
with The Boise Philharmonic,
Bach Festival Orchestra of
Oregon,
Summer Fest
Orchestra, and the Idaho
Bicentennial Orchestra.
Stay tuned for upcoming
Les Bois Piano Quartet concert
information.
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Looking to earn money
for your organization
or yourself? Try FundU, a no cost fundraising program that's
easy and reliable. Call
1-866-48-FUND-U or
visit www.fund-u.com.

www.rightwinghumor.com Helping
America recover from
the 90's!

Female subjects needed for jump training
study. Subjects must
be between the ages of
18-35, physically
active, and have no
history of serious knee
problems. For more
info please contact
Bobbie Ross
(Biomechanics graduate student, Dept. of
Kinesiology, BSU) @
426-2545 or
. Bobbie151@hotmaiI.com
The BSU institutional
review board has
approved this study.

. IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT

Dorm room fridge, 2
yrs. old, 19x19x19 for
$50. If interested call
429-9910.

OOGBERT:

...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need li flexible
schedule ...

1985 Jeep Wagoneer
For Sale. Two-toned
4WD $2,800 Call 3238962 or 426-3383.

IMAGINE THIS:
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

Car sale, moving,
Toyota Tercel 1992,
good cond., CD, excellent mpg, new battery.
Call: 283-3724.
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CALL (208) 376·4480

FREE TICKETS
TO EVERY

BSU

FEMALE
TO SHARE HOUSE '
On bus route to BSU.
Mary 383-0198 $300+

Evergreen SuitesPartially Furnished
Private Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid- FREE HBO
384-1600 $350/Month

Inc.
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. Paid Training

~TURNER & KLEm

Feature
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MY PAYROLL EXPENSES
I/VE
~ ARE ZERO AGAIN.
A MANAGEMENT
ALWAYS
! I'M
GENIUS.
WONDERED ...
~:.
ABOUT
THAT.
;

'l~DolIar'0lII,,~~411Jlloor
~

Beautiful North End
Home: 4 bedrooms,
new kitchen, sun room,
hardwood floors, wonderful location, private
fenced yard. Move in
Oct. 15 $1l00/mo 3425585 evenings

HOW IS IT
POSSIBLE
THAT NO
ONE HAS
NOTICED?

YOUR ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM IS SO
DYSFUNCTIONAL
THAT THE RESULTS
ARE MEANINGLESS.

0 United

ATHLETIC
EVENT!
The
Arbiter
is
looking
for
a
dedicated
BSU
sports
fan that
wants to get up
close
to
the
action.
Did we mention
we will even pay
you for it?
Go to a game and
write a story, what
could be easier?

1 CAN'T TELL IF YOU'RE
AN INCREDIBLY
DEVIOUS WEASEL OR
SIMPLY INCOMPETENT.

WE'VE NEGOTIATED
THIS CONTRACT FOR
SIX WEEKS AND
TODAY YOU DOUBLE
YOUR DELIVERY
TIME?
)

HEY, WE NEGOTIATED
THIS DEAL IN ENGLISH
BUT YOUR CONTRACT
IS INCOMPREHENSIBLI:
- WEASELEZEI

~

i
@

~

i
§

MY ONLY CHOICES ARE
TO SIGN SOMETHING
1 DON'T UNDERSTAND
OR GET MY LAVJYER
INVOLVED AND MISS
MY DEADLINE I

ARE YOU
HASSLING
MY FRAT
BROTHER?

HAl NOW
YOU'RE
GOING
TO
HECKI

\

)

Call Brandon at 345-6204
ext.
105
for
more
Information.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Sack material
7 Wish undone
10 Drop heavily
14 Anxious
15 Shuttle
destination: abbr.
16 Vex
17 Believe in
18 Recovers from
20 Little nipper
21 Muhammad Ali
23 Mata Hari or 007,
e.g.
24 Triumph
25 Enemy
26 Lowest place on
Earth
29 Extend across
33 Low points
36 Scathing review
37 Sound quality
38 Crop up
39 Comic
40 Carried along
41 Color shade
42 Squeal to the
screws
43 Flitted
44 Fragrance
45 "_ in Gaza"
47 Alphabet start
49 Night before
50 Dunderhead
53 Estimate based
on probabilities
58 Allow to
59 Slightly over the
top
60 Wobble
62 Blackthorn fruit
63 Personal pronoun
64 Will contents
65 Watch over
66 Large shoe width
67 Third-party
contract
t

~
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DOWN
1 Smackers
2 Open roughly
3 Thin-voiced
4 Young man
p In a manner of
speaking
6 Damon's friend
7 ''The Avengers"

BOOKS

TRIVIA CONTEST
Contest rules:
All e-rnails must include an answer
(preferably a correct one), your name,
address and a phone number-so
we
can hum you down if you win.

Weekly winners will be announced
in the following Monday edition.
The Grand Prize winner will be
announced in the Dec. 17th Finals
Relief issue. Contest runs 08127/01
though 12/14/01.
..

Read the Monday edition of The Arbiter
& find the trivia question of the week,
then submit your answer to
·contest@arbitcronlillc.com.
The
correct answer will be printed in the
Thursday's edition. If you were right,
you'll be rewarded with two entries for
the weekly drawing-if you were wrong,
your answer will be passed around the
office and laughed at!

Okay, okay-if you were wrong. you
can still send anomer e-mail to
contest@arbiteronlinc.com
with the
correct answer, and you'll be rewarded
with one entry for the weekly drawing
just/or being so persistent!

All winners will be selected by a random drawing of eligible entries,

Weekly' winners will receive a prize

donated by that week's sponsor. All entries containing the correct answer ~i11 be. entered into a grand pt!le
drawing. to be held at the end of the semeste~. No purchase necessary. All jrnzes Will be ~warded. ~rand P.rtu:
will be one semester of free books, to be provided by the BSU Bookstore. Used books Will be provided wh~te
available. This offer is void ~hert p.rohi&j.t~ or restricted by federal, state. or loca~ I:-ws. Employees of 1 he
Arbiter. the BSU Student Union, their families and government employees are not eligible. Applicable taxes are
the sale responsibility of the winners.

8118101
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star Diana

Solutions

8 End-product
purchaser
9 Singer Gloria
10 Demonstration
group
11 In-person
12 Corrida calls
13 Saucy and
spirited
19 _ Paulo, Brazil
22 Bring to closure
26 Having one's
attention diverted
27 Malicious ill will
28 Devour
30 Left at sea
31 Comic Meara
32 Craving
33 W. alliance
34 Dry
35 Pebbles' pet
39 Means
40 Inferior state
42 Hermit
43 Loyal fan
46 Hawaiian garland

M\OEAST' DYNAt'I\lC

48 Kind of rap?
50 Place for sacrifice

55 Member of the

51 Take care of

56 Suffer

52 Scatter

heartbreak
57 Quaker pronoun
61 And so forth and
soon

53 Supporting·
players
54 Competent

pride

to
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to play:
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SHAME

from po. 5
Or is it? Many people falsely
say' that Clinton's legacy is
eight years of prosperity. These
same people turn around and
say that Bush has led us
straidlt into a recession. This
simp1y is not true. We are still
in Clinton's economy, and here
are some facts to prove it.
First of all, we all must remember that before Bush was even
sworn in the NASDAQ had
already plummeted 70 percent.
Economic growth and slowed

from 8 percent to 1 percent.
Amazing. Leftists would have
us believe that Bush ruined the
economy. It was already on the
way before he was even sworn
in.
Perhaps the biggest indicator that the economic downturn belongs to Bill is the fact
that, besides the wonderful tax
rebates, none of Bush's policies
begin to take place until
October. We are still on
Clinton's budget folks! We do

nofstart with Bush'seconoIriic
plan until October. All of this
talk about Bush being to blame
for the economic. is .sickening.
The lies being told by the left,
trying to blame republicans for
this is appalling. But as we
will see in the upcoming
semester, we are all used to the
left lying to promote their.
cause.
By the way, get on your
computerS and read an article
by Larry Kudlow of National
Review. He documents further

about the economy and who
should shoulder the. blame.
Check out the article at
http://www.nationalreview.c
'om/kudlow/kudlow.shtml.
Live long and prosper.

News bucket
Free career
advice available
at Center for
New Directions
The Center for New Directions
at Boise State University is
now offering a variety of free
career services to single parents, displaced homemakers
and pregnant single females.
Services include career counsellng, back to school assistance, career planning and selfesteem classes. Participants
may also enroll in adult basic
education programs at no
charge. For more information

English tutors
needed for BSU's
Canyon County
campus

English as a second language.
Students come from many language and cultural backgrounds and need help from
adult tutors in reading, writing
and speaking in English.
Volunteer shifts are scheduled
at various times. Knowledge of
a language other than English
is not necessary; patience and
dedication arc helpful. All
needed training and materials
for volunteers will be supplied.
For more information or to volunteer your' services, contact
Lila Cabrera at 426-4714.

Boise State's Canyon County
Center is seeking volunteers to
help tutor adults learning

-Briefs compiled from BSU News
Semices

or to schedule a meeting with a
counselor call 426-3126.
The Center for New Directions
is administered
by Boise
State's Selland College of
Applied Technology. For more
information, contact Kellie
Branson at 426-1115.

We Invite YOU to Enjoy
FREE Home~Cooked Food
At the
UBC Annual Tailgate RHQ
&
OFF-Broadway Variety Show
On Saturday September

8th 4:00 p.m

2 Blocks South of Bronco Stadium 2 Blocks
West of Broadway where
Euclid & Deacon Street Meet

University Daptist Church
1327 W. Deacon Street
343-0363
If you have questions. please contact
Peg Richards
00 BRONCOSI
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ACT NOWATwww.wildidaho.org
The U.S.Forest Service wants to roll back current protections to our roadless areas in our
national forests. Please tell them:

No more logging and roadbuilding in roedtess areas!
Our online action form makes it easy to submit your comments to the U.S.Forest Service.
More than 1.6 million Americans have already commented on the roadless rule, and 95
percent favor strong protections for our nation's forests.
We told them once; we'll tell them again! Please log on to www.wildidaho.org, or call us
today at 208-345-6933.
.
For moreinformation,cvisit:·,

WW\Al- wild~d.fJho.o,g-.
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Can yoa gaess 1Nhea-e
1No..k?

these people
a) Se'W'ageCleane ..s IJI Us
b) Taxide"IDV D..ive Th....

c) Kathy Lee's S1Neatshop

1,,\

d) The a.-bite ..
-

If you answered a, h, or c then please turn the page.
~S)..

Ever feel like you have something
'1 ~.. you want to say to the whole world?
(Well at least the student body.) Act now and
the sports editor position could be yours! Think
of the possibilities ... Free football, free
basketball, free (fill in sport of your choice)
Ithink you get the idea.
.Contact Brandon Fiala
Want free field-side
at 345-8204 x 105 for more
seats to football
j

,

info.

Tired of sticking your lens into
other people's business without
getting paid for it?
We're looking for voyeurs with
camera gear and a reasonably flexible
schedule. Contact Ted Harmon at
345-8204 x 301 if interested .:

games?
The Arbiter is seeking sports writers to cover BSU
athletics. A paid sports reporter position is available,
as well as numerous freelance opportunities.
Please call Editor-in-Chief
Brandon Fiala at 345-8204,
x 105, or e-mail at
editor@arbiteronline.com.
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Like to play with state of the art equipment. (We
just got a 733 mHz G4 with a SuperDrive and a

17" Studio Display monitor.) If you have a
reasonable grasp of Quark Express, Photoshop,
and Illustrator then have we got the job for you.
Become a production designer and fame, fortune,
and glory willbe yours. (Or- at least a great job to
put on your resume.) .

-;.

Are you

,',;'"

f;,~

truitell

Do you f~l
you could sell ice to an"
Eskimo? If SO why not try
your hand at selling ads to
the businesses in town.
With perks like unlimited
earning potential and
hanging out with our Ad
Manager you can't go
wrong. Contact Bannister
Brownlee at 345-8204 x 108.

.......
----l

tired of reading your poetry and
short fiction to your cat?
Why not submit it to The Arbiter and let it
be read by all. Looking for poetry, short
fiction and creative nonfiction. Submit to
diversions@arbiteronline.com.

!.
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only viable. alternative is a implied that all men are looking
the magnetic strips of a cus- "joined-at-the-hip" type of rela-. for relationships without comApproximately 600 driver's tomer's lO, that person's name,
tionship.
mitment.
said in a press release.
licenses are arranged in a large
The report,"Hooking
up,
Marquardt said that their
Besides
the
expanded collage covering this .space. address and oilier identifying
Hanging
Out,
and
Hoping
for
researd\
is large enouzh to be
Compiled by Arbiter Staff
information
such
as
height
and
evening clinic hours, the insti- Some are illegally manufactute is also expanding the psy- tured, while others are actual weight pop up in the computer Mr. Right: College Women on considered a national study,
MIT mental
Dating and Mating Today," and that they did not interView
chotherapy coverage offered in IDs that belonged to over-21- and print out on a receipt.
The customer is then claims that these intense rela- males because they did not
health clinic
their health plan.
year-old friends and relatives of required "to sign the receipt, tionships; which make up the receive funding to do so by the
The new coverage offers would-be customers.
acknowledging that he or she is other trend in college dating, Independent Women's Forum,
examined in
unlimited visits with no co-:payAnd all have been confiscatthat person, and the clerk has are due to the prevalence of co- which sponsored the study.
rnent,
one
of
the
most
comprewake of suicides
"It's clearly a limitation that
ed.
the opportunity to verify the ed dormitories that "take the
hensive plans in the country.
Labeled the "Wall of Shame"
mystery
out
of
male-female
we
didn't interview men," she
information.
Arnold R. Henderson Jr., in black-and-gold lettering, the
IDs from Pennsylvania as interactions and contribute to said.
By Andrew J,Mme.r
associate dean and section head licenses - from Pennsylvania
Researchers also found that
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U,)
of counseling and support ser- as well as other states across the well as several other states, male passivity.",
'1would guess that most col- women from divorced families
vices at MIT and a task force nation - stretch behind the including Ohio and West
Virginia, are scannable. State leges would say they are pro- were more eager to get married,
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - An member, is supportive of the.
cash register for about 12 feet. A liquor stores use the Liquor viding a neutral environment, but less likely than women from
interim
report
from the new programs.
sign placed in the middle of the Control Board's guide to verify but it seems to us that some of intact families to believe that
Massachusetts
Institute
of
"I'm really enthusiastic IDs reads "reserved for the first
Technology Mental Health Task about the fact that a number of daughters," a reference to IDs from states that do not yet the ways they arrange social their marriages would last.
Force - created in the wake of people from within the institu- Barbara and [erma Bush's comply with the computerized settings facilitate (hook-Ups)," They also found that 37 percent
said Elizabeth Marquardt, co- of women from divorced famisix suicides at the university tion are working on it," he said.
system.
recent shenanigans.
Most bars and clubs do not author of the study and affiliate lies participated in hook ups
since 1996- found fault with a
A final report is expected in
Clerks and bouncers at beer
number of the practices of the October, and the interim report distributors, state liquor stores have such high-tech systems. scholar at the Institute of more than six times, while 23
percent of women raised in
MIT mental health clinic. The is not to be considered the final and bars and clubs have a num- At Peter's Pub in Oakland, a American Values.
Cathy Cox, the south cam- intact families hooked up that
bouncer checks IDs at the door
task force recommended broad say on the subject.
ber of ways of checking the
changes in its Aug. 28 report,
Indeed, MIT has not accept- validity of customers' identifi- after 9 p.m. During the day, the pus complex coordinator, said much.
"The lack of adult involveresponsibili ty falls to bar- she thinks living in co-ed dormany of which will be instituted ed all the report's recommendamitories is a good experience ment, guidance, and even
tenders and the wait staff.
this fall, including large increas- tions. The task force suggested cation.
At the University Beverage
Peter's Pub Manager Paul for college students. "It's a real- knowledge regarding how
es in staff size and longer hours adding between six and 10more Center, manager Damon, who
full-time mental health staffers. asked that his last name not be Vukmir said that the first thing istic view of life," she said. "It's young people are dating and
for the clinic.
According to the report, vis- MIT has hired four additional used, described some of the that bouncers examine when an environment that many of mating today is unprecedented
its to the MIT clinicincreased by resident life staffers, who will methods that he uses to spot checking IDs is the photograph, our students enjoy, so it's a pos- and problematic," the study
followed by eye color and itive thing."
reported.
60 percent between 1995 and visit dorms and other living
The report states that while
The study recommends that
2000, although staff size at the areas to supplement the work of fakes.
height
"Altered ones are real easy.
"People change so much that 83 percent of the respondents parents and social leaders
clinic remained constant. The graduate tutors and masters.
You can tell just by looking," he you really can't go on ihepic- said that "Being married is a should do more to guide young
report notes that MIT is also the
The report also includes
very important goal for me," people in courting and mating
ture alone," he said.
only college studied that does plans for large outreach events, said.
Tip-offs include blurry ink
Vukmir said that most and 63 percent want to meet practices and recognize that the
not offer evening appointments such as educational forums, and holograms that don't look
underage people opt to use the their future husband in college, majority of women seek intiawareness events and increased
at the clinic.
right.
physical encounters without : mate long term relationships,
real ID of an older friend.
MIT chancellor Phillip L. Web and print forums.
Sometimes the difference
When bouncers at Peters commitment are still wide- not series of "close relationClay says the work of the task
It also calls for a coordinator between real and fake can be
suspect this, they request back- spread on college campuses, ships."
force will create "a broad and of mental health support serYet Nevers said that by the
up identification, and may ask with 40 percent of the women
intense dialogue within MIT on vices to oversee the mental subtle.
"New York IDs make this the person to sign a declaration stating that they had experi- time most people get to college,
ways to better support the indi- health services.
swish noise when you run your
enced a hook-up.
they have already developed
vidual growth and well-being
In a student survey at MIT finger over it," Damon said. of age form.
Vukmir said that Peter's
Some criticized the study, dating habits.
of our students."
last spring, 74percent of respon- "For some reason, the fake ones
tums people away because of claiming that it was not a huge
"We should guide students
"The draft includes a num- dents reported having had a
false identification on a nightly survey that lasted 18 months to help them know what a
ber of thoughtful recommenda- mental problem that interfered don't."
A simple signature and basis. Even so, he added, "You and involved in-depth inter- healthy relationship is and how
tions. They are sensible, and we with their daily lives, though photo check can help a clerk to
views with 62 women on 11 to obtain it," she said.
are implementing some of them only 28 percent reported having spot an ID that is real but does can't catch all the fake IDs."
"There's just no way," he campuses. These interviews Lorraine Trippodi, coordinator
without delay," Clay said in a used
the mental health not belong to the purchaser.
were supplemented by -20- of the violence against women
press release.
resources the institute·rrovided.
To aid in their checking, the said.
minute phone interviews with prevention program at the
Beginning on Sept. 17, men- Overall, 11 percent 0 students University Beverage Center
1,000college women. The study Women's Center, said she
tal health staffing will be usc the mental health resources uses a guide published by the
also lacks any male input on the thinks the study was politically
expanded to include the hours at MIT, an increase from 7 per- Pennsylvania Liquor Control
dating scene on the campus.
motivated since it was sponReport suggests
between 5 and 7 p.m., with cent a few years ago.
Board that provides pho"It can't be a true representa- sored by a conservative organiadditional
on-call support
tographs and descriptions of 'hook-Ups' not a
tion of college women because zation, The Institute
for
between 7 p.m. and midnight
the proper identification for all
it's
such
a
small
study,"
said
American
Values.
good
idea
and a phone hotline between
50 states. The guide is updated
[oleen Nevers, health education
"It's motivation is to mainmidnight and 8 a.m.
Bouncers, clerks
yearly.
coordinator at Student Health tain married and family life and
"We're adding these evening
In compliance with the By Jennifer Hoyt
I do think there are some obviappointments in response to say fake IDs are
(U. Services.
Camplls
Liquor Control Board, the The' Daily
Nevers said that the data ous things in their study that are
requests from students, staff
University Beverage Center Connecticu t)
.could also be skewed because skewed," she said.
and the Mental Health Task easy to spot
requires anyone under the age
"We need to move to having
Force for evening services that
STORRS, Conn. - A recent its authors only interviewed
of 30 to sign a declaration of age
heterosexual women.
more discussions about dating
don't conflict with class, lab or By Elizabeth Bowen
card, stating that the purchaser report on college dating and the
"In this study, because I'ractices. I think there is always
work schedules. We know that Kelllllcky Kemc! (U. Kellillc/':y)
is over the age of 21 and recog- prevalence of sexual encounters they're talking about heterosex- the potential to improve partiemost people in the MIT communizes the possible penalties for without commitment, or more ual relationships, hall the com- ularly, when there is conversenity have extraordinarily busy
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The presenting false identification.
commonly, hook-ups, claims
schedules, and we arc going to upper part of the wall behind
At state liquor stores, clerks that college women tend to ponent of the research is not tion, '
make it easier for students and the cash register at the check IDs through a computer- accept the practice of hooking being addressed," she said.
staff to get the care they need, University Beverage Center on ized system built into the cash up because they feel that the She added that the study
when they need it," Medical Atwood Street has a distinctive
registers. When a clerk swipes
Director Dr. William Kettyle decor.

all you want.
Just
It's here! With Cricket:' you can make all the local calls you want over the
Greater Boise area for just $32.95 a month piUStax. And Incoming calls from anyWhere
on the planet are free! Celebrate Cricket's arrival with our special Introductory offer.
For a Iim!ted time. new customers qet a Nokia phone for just $69.95 plus tax - that's
a$30 savlnqs! And your first month of service Is free! This offer ends soon. so hurry
to your Cricket Store or participating

Authorized

Dealer while supplies last.
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Comfortable

Wireless'"

Another Leap Innovation"

For more information call 1.866-CRICKETtoll·free or visit us at www.crIcketcommunlcatlons.com
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CricketStore
287 North Milwaukee
Westpark Town Plaza
(behind
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Red Robin)

(208)685-1350
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